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INTRODUCTION 
Educational radio broadcasting, AD all students of its problems 
icnow, is rs old ts radio broadcasting itself. Colleges already in the 
field experimenting with wireless were among the first to broadcast 
the human voice OW. ConNercial broadecaters hrve freduently pre- 
sented educrtionrl Drogrrms of merit. And in recent yerrs r number 
of coowrative efforts hrve resulted in outstanding programs and have 
bl.rzed a trail for imoroved educational broadc$ste (40, (3r, 100). 
ouch hns been written concerning the problens of educ-ion by 
radio, nearly nil in the l'at ten yerrs, 'or not until 1929, follow- 
ing a high mortality of collt.ge rrdio stations, did eductors become 
greatly concerned over the situ,tion, am even this grouo wns a minor- 
ity (F1). It was still lrter, after much bickering with commercial 
interests, that educators began to realize that some of their troubles 
lay rat their own unorsteds (24, 101). 
Malay conferences hrve been held to ,:Incuss mutual probler:s, occr- 
sionsl apeals to commercial brondernt:rs for suggestions hrve been 
mrde (7), and some definite expertnentrl work on ,he interrelr-ted 
factors of orogram oresent-tion -nd effectiveness irs bLan cone. But 
for most educators by rrdio, w(perience in other fields of education 
plus herd-leerned lessons in rctual broadcasting heve furnished the 
main guides. 
Clossr:oe methods have, for the most part, been transplanted to 
radio, under the uption th all tercibtrs -re succefsful ones Fro 
rt T-11 teachers Fre ecntily good on the radio. Only recently have 
the rules of good show=ship, OoC joxrnrlism, rnd gOod rrdio c)eech 
of which the successful radio orogram is obviously composed (17), been 
employed to the fullest extent. The king of succe62ful radio talks 
seems to 11 the chief 3roblem of oduc,tional radio brordcr sting, ( s- 
pecirlly in the field of informal rdult eduortion. 
Eight yt-ars of rsocirtIon with P etily college orogr4,,,t over e 
commercial strtion rnc tn even longer associrtion with journrlism hrs 
led the writer into this study. The experience hers rlo lent more of 
practical thrn ex,perimental touch to the undertaking. The survey by 
cuestionntire h-s 1y:en Fixed prinerily tt discovering ,Abft ncv steps 
state aollees rod universitiea h.ve trken tcrrd adopting tbe most 
imoorint of approved methods for retIching effectively en Fdult radio 
rudience. 
The technical side of brordersting has been rporoched only in- 
directly, raid location in the broFdc-st band, time-sharin? with com- 
mercirl stations, methods of orgenizinr administrrtion, "freedom of the 
sir," the mono?oly question, rend the inherent value of education by 
rudio, h.ve not ben included. idequete end recent discussions of 
these factors may be found elsewhere (?1, 41). 
BtZEZ FOR STUDY 
In 19 n the National Comaittee on Education by Radio *blithed 
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An Appreisel of Radio Broedcesting in the Lend- Grant Colleges end 
State Universities,* based on P comprehensive survey of seventy-one 
institutions (95). With this es P foundation, the writer formulated 
e progrem of study hexed on some of the still unseetled rueLtions cov- 
ered in the lepraisel. To information elerned from this study end to 
experience, hes been added, of course, informFtion from readings. 
Fin/11y, there ire the opinions of those in ob.ree of rrdio work 
/t lend grant colleges and stete universities ,ho replied to e c ups- 
tionneire covering many Engles of the educetionrl rsdio field. Tne 
writer hrs timed to determine whet educ.tionel end comeercial lecder- 
ship in brordcrsting considers the euccessful prcetices in radio pres- 
entetion .re, and t o m e-sure aurrent prectices by these stenderds, 
iusof=r rs possible. The ruthor hrs -ssumed that those vho heve pub- 
lished books or rrticles, or who hrve rodreseed rrdio conferences, or 
who hrve done work renerelly considered -s outstanding, hive: held -one- 
thing of velue to offer. The opinions given in the eueetionneires 
may also be considered euthoritetive. The inclueion of the commere 
ciel viewpoint is, of course, justified, for it hes long been recoe- 
nized thrt the commercial end educetionel brordeasters working to- 
eether can achieve greeter sacceee in educrtionel programs thrn can 
either working alone (f.*, 7, 11, 402 85, el, 108). 
The questionnrire eailing list ere limited to lend errnt colleges 
and strte universities beesuse this grout represents the bulk of 
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rdult aducattonel bronderstin outside of the conmercia field. Of 
the 38 eductionally owned stxt;ons in 192)8, 20 wt,re oJerated by this 
group (30, 31). In leo_tion, Ji once bpd strtions but f.re now using 
commercial outlets. still mother group of seven once hnd stPtions 
but do not hive them now =nd -re not not bropdersting regulrr educa- 
tional prograus. FAI1i rnoth:r group of 14 never hrd st-tions of 
their own but tv-ve been and pre no using commercial outlets. bine°, 
Tyler's report, the number of institutions11- owned stations has 
not chrnged, but four have been rdded to the number usinr corn,:Tcrl 
Of the ;') 1-nd grrnt zolIceeL; or tth univcrsIties h,vin rrdio 
st.tions of their own, 17 replied to the author's euestionnrire. 
I'leven of these re?lter; ere complete, and six 2.rtD:lly so. Only 
three in_t!tutions hiving stations did not reply. 04' the 33 insti- 
tutions using conlercial outlets, 30 replied to the ,ueationw,ire, 20 
in fall, eight yrtially, and two untiefactorily for mroses of 
this study. Only three institutions of this elresific-tion cta not 
reply. Those replies lifted as pertial we le usrble insofrr rs they 
went. 
Seven institutions which once hnd station;$ replied thrt they are 
not now doing eny broedc-,sting. Two 0.J,ers hich once hrd stetions 
did not reply, but it wee determined from other sources (r3, SO) 
thrt they were not native in 1937. Tho others of the 71 queried 
stated tb.t they hrd used commercirl outlets nt one time but were not 
now. Another prir stateu they htd never e.one eny regulrr broader sting. 
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None of the inective ones attempted to newer the questions. The re- 
maining five not herd from have not, it is believed, done sustained 
broadcasting. 
The return on the euestionneire was, then, 81.7 per cent. This 
is not surprising when it is considered that the group was r select 
and highly interested one. Only one follow-up letter OP8 used, tiath 
e few requests were mrde for more inforation. The percentage of 
questionnalree usable in their entirety is epproximately 5 per cent 
for the whole group, but for those actively broedersting it is epprox- 
imtely 70 per cent. 
RAEKING OF LIMITATION 
One of the most significant revelations of the questionerire was 
the ranking by the respondents of four limiting fectors: leek of 
finances, untrained personnel, insufficient mtterial, and poor equip- 
ment. A few other frctors turned up in the apace left for "other" 
fectors. The order in ehich these were renked is not surprising, in 
view of the repeated expressions of college breedcasters (s0). 
Twenty-one ranked leek of finpnces first, 11 of them being sta- 
tion owners, and ten, users of commercial outlets. Only two stttion 
owners ranked this factor as third or fourth. Three users ef earn- 
mercial outlets ranked it second.. 
Untrained personnel MPS rsnked first by four, 8ccond by 18, third 
by three' and fifth by one. Insufficient mrAeriel eas ranked first 
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Table I. Institutions to ?Mich the Cnnstionnaire gins Sent 
rin estionnaioe 
Oan Staiiions 
Univ. of Florida 
Univ. of Illinois 
Purdue University 
Iowa State Univ. 
Kansas State Col. 
Michigan State Col. 
Univ. of linnesotr 
Cornell University 
Univ. of No. Dakota 
Ohio State Univ. 
Univ. of Oklahoma 
Oregon State- Col. 
Univ. of Oregon 
So. Dakota State Col. 
Texas An & M. Col. 
Washington State Cal. 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Copmercial Outlets. 
Univ. of Arizona. 
Univ. -bf California_ 
Colorado A. & N. Col. 
Connecticut Agr. Col. 
Georgia P, & M. Gal. 
Univ. of Idaho 
Indiana University 
Univ. of Kentucky 
LouiLlifAa State Univ. 
Unix* of Maine 
Univ. of Maryland 
Massedhusetts ,State 
Univ. of rlichigan 
Univ. of blissouri 
Univ. of Nevada 
Univ. of N. Hnnpshire 
Rutgers University 
Univ. of New Mexico 
No. Carolina. State Col. 
NO. Dakota Agr. Col. 
Oklahoma A. & Col. 
Rhode Island state Col. 
Clenson Agr. Col. 
Univ. of Texre 
Utah State Agr. Col. 
Virginia Poly. In t. 
Univ. of Virginia 
West Virginir Univ. 
Univ. of Wooing 
Iowa State Col. 
Univ. of Kanans 
Ungar. of So. Dakota 
Not Broader. tin 
Alnbanr 7JoJn. Ins t. * 
Univ. of Bahama* 
Univ. of Arkannas 
Univ. of Dolan re 
Univ. of Georgia 
Mass. Inst. of Tech. 
Mississippi A.. 
Univ. of Assissioni 
Univ. of Montana 
Univ. of Nebraska 
E3ennsylvrnia State 
*own station 
Ina ti on n Not Pe-11174g. 
Univ. of Color ado 
Univ. of Utah 
Univ. of Vermont 
New Mexico A. 
Univ. of No. Carolina 
*Five othnrs not heard 'ron !7 re benieved to be not regularly broad- 
castinr: Montana State, Ohio Univernity, Univ. of So. Carolina, Univ. 
of Tennessee, rnd Univ. of Vnshington. 
Other educational stLstilis active. in 3.837 (3): St. Lawrence (NJ.); 
S. OltfCol. (Minn.); So. Dakota Sc. of Minus; St. Louis U. (t o.); 
Georgia' Tech; Rennoselrer Pol. Inst. (N.Y.); St. Northbertls Cols 
(''iLs.); Lincoln Iem. U. (Ky.); Grove City Col. (Pa.); Seneca Voc. r. s. 
(NY.); Loyola- U. (Lo.); Benson Poly. $c. (Ore.); Oklahoma City; Port 
1rthur Col. (Tex.); John Brown U. (irk.); Luther Col. (T t.). 
Lo one, thirn by four an0 fourth by nine. Poor eouipmento which, of 
course, it clozely -ssocited with lack of finxmcfs as, indeed the 
other factors acre also, was ranked first by one, seco four, third 
by six, and fourth by five. Of other factors, lack of interest by 
staff was ranzed first by two; one ',Arced lrck of personnel in third 
oo_.tion; ons pled lack of knovaedge of tokz to comounicute ioers 
.-Ifth one 1 n',Lonod interference of commercial programs fifths one 
oentioned PJ unseasoned program fifth; and one ranked the ttLtuoe of 
per:zoonel fifth and lack of space for rehears le sixth. 
Avorage of rankioos: lack of finances, 1.58; untrained personnel, 
.1; poor equipment, f.9Si. l 
Lt- 
,z7 f material, other factors, 
Limitutionp 
etor 
NUm)or of rntlio dieetor$ -Ang 
1st Zad Srd 4th &t:.: {?th Iv g. 
Lt cc of fin noes . . . . . 4 0 . 21 3, 1 1 
Untrained personnel . . . 4 16 7.; - 
Poor equipment .... . 6 .1. , o 6 
Insufficient material 4. 1 - 4 
Lack of interest by faculty =:- . - - - 
Luck- of personnel 
Not knooino how to commu. ideas - - - - 
Commercial prog. interforences 
Unseasoned prograu . . . . .. . . 
Lack of space for rehearals . . - - - 
-1, 
*IMP Oa. 
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FINICLpL anCTS 
The finnncirl probleA hns of course, been foremost throughout 
the history of educetionel broedanating (40). Ineuirice rere made in 
queetionnaire mginly to -acertein whether rny inetitutim Lrve 
eolved this problem rnd feel setiefied thrt ?reeent budget. ,ee suffi- 
cient. Only one instigation seemed ft .,11 contented with its weeent 
budget. 
Pneeera to the finencivl ruestions were relrtively few, the oocLee. 
book being r somewhet personal metter; however, enough mowers ecre 
given to form c fair picture of the siturtion. Eight stitions of 1000 
wetts 1,ere figure shoving thnt :hey cre operPting on rverge rnnuel 
budgets of . e.1)roeltely tir,F,00. The- rverege 40 hoere o! brordcret- 
ing e eeek. They stii.te 4J,,t they need t lest nn everege of 
,000 P y- Lr. (This figure does not include costs for increr,sing 
)ower.) It sh,;u1ó Cleo be noted th't tLere were such vide diffeeenees 
in nctuel buet:::ets ( F 00 to ,.40,000) end in estimrted n, eds C10,000 
to q00,000) -verp.pe figures ven serve only es rrneh mersures of 
the generrl siturtion. Then, too, the type of yrogrrms presented mgy 
determine their cost. !here eoet ?rogrems orit;inrte in other dewrte. 
ments end the atntlon is sin-ply P mechrnicel outlet, the cost is, of 
course, much le;:s then ehere c specirl eeltion -,,,teff is employed to 
produce ero4r1,11s, or r 1-rg e-rt of Olen. 
The financing of ,:rogrem ,reeentrtiens over commercirl stetions 
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is rsot, for the most pert* handled separately. However, two reports 
from mewTers of programs which have gained wide reputation rnd reg- 
ular acceptance on large commercial stations* indicate annual expendi- 
tures of at least $5,000 for a. half hourprogramdrily. In these cases 
precticaI4 all the cost is in salaries,. 
then npnagers of educational radio stations estimate thryt they 
seed upwards of $50,000 to operate a station and produce programs 
seven hours a day six days n week, they are echoing plans of the p7t 
(11, 391 55, 59, 96, 97, 110), but felling far short of commercial fig- 
ures. The Appraisal already referred to shows budgets of'app 
$11,000 each for seven institutions reporting in 1951 (95). In his 
recommendations* Tyler suggested a budget of eppronimately .7511GDO for 
1,000 watt station operating eight hours a day. (96). In 19.4 Sproul 
(8) noted thrt a budget of $10,000 carried with it new limitationb. 
With these figures we may contrast the estiatte of Kies Taller* who 
has long been ,..socited with commerciel broodeseting, of $75,000 to 
1100,000 to operate a 1,000 wtt educational station on a basis of 
quality programs that will mo t competition '(14141). 
Tyler has pointed out thrt because educational, stations have re- 
sources paid for from other sources, operating sums &7,u al to comer- 
ziel estimates are not necewIrry. He sates, however, `:h =t the Pbility 
of ':d_o to reach =Ay listeners justifies the expenditure of large 
sums ). Miller maintains thatHreally worthwhile educational pro- 
:rwils require financing, and that it iS a poor boast to point to pro- 
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gloois of little coat (5)). P factual ospect of the oroblen may be 
found in the relit° projoct of the Office of Eduortion, . P4ich ie gen- 
lolly retool-led rs one of the moat Luocessful of educational broodoest 
rctivioleo. !kro we find thtt five program, r week require the expendi.. 
ture of a500000 z r-or (91). The Univorzitv Broadcostinc Council of 
Chicago corrloo 12 to 30 hours t tonth on tlE, 00 (40). These fleureS 
,Tnd the estimate by nes Weller rre in decided contrast to tvcrege 
budgets for educrtional brandcFctino. 
The lick of odoeuete financial sulvort for experimental work in 
radio broadcasting may also be added to the picture. The need for 
this h-ol also freruently boon expresaed (10, 91); it is now being 'oat. 
November 197, Princeton been using $17,O00 Rockefeller fund in 
the analysis of radio, strrtini: pith research techni(uos (74). tt the 
sAne time the National ssociotion of Broadcasters oto seekino 3F,000 
from its membership to tdd to two founCotion contributions .04,1-ling 
1C7,000 to aid in improvement of educ-tionel broadcasting through 
federal project* (1). Ohio State University :a:3o received early 'rat 
winter e, 069,000 Rockefeller fund for t five-Tear project in school 
programs (64). Lrrly in 1938 the Columbia Broedeasting System announced 
the forzattion of on Adult Eduoation Board made uo of ontstioiding educa- 
tors, horded by Lyman Bryson. The borrd 7111 Ptry by exocrience to 
decide . . . the extent to which formal education for grown ?eolith* 
should find oloae in bolrnced progra schedules.* (2). With this 
concerted effort to solve tho lroblems of educational broadcasting, 
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the future hrs welcome brightness. Heeetuelly deeurte funds mny be 
vailrble for both experieentel Filet estyblished educetional progr,es. 
Per4pe it i nefe to conjecture thrt, ,ince budg-ts of educetimel 
stytions 're so vaell, they are beinh efficiently used. It els° seems 
t'oe'rent t'e't the strtions with the irrger budgets ,re doing the moat 
outzd4tg irk (40). Though further reseyrcl- in 'tli6 !lel( ere hele 
ive rh problem, rt preeew, the chief eeres of tiding the uphill 
stru gle lies in increeeed approeri,tIona, or in eifts or endoeeents 
fron eerlth, or ceteoreirl Iteses, which Jetter not reaorted to by 
11 oduc tionvl st'tIone Teler reeoeted two ::Irtions selling time 
in i9:2 (le). 
Closely resocirted with finenciel problems nnd greatly influenced 
by them, rre problems of eersennel. In thie study ptrsonnel hes been 
clyezed vs (t) the station steff of directors* Script 'writers, end 
aenouncers, en6 (b) the progreu telenteefeculty members who preprre 
rd present Inforertionel mrterirl. Tle technical staff, mueicel groues, 
and secrettrivl he7p hrve not been. included. 
Supervision 
The writer hes sought to determine the rverege number of hours 
given to supervision ,eid eirection of educationel erogroms. Through 
the ;estionneire It e-e rowel tlet station steffs vried widely in 
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cceeposition, from prrt-time direction by one person to steffs of five 
or six, including script writers end editors. This stet. of effeirs 
metes eccurete comp:Pr-Leone futile. Furthermore, the proportion of 
music, recorded progrems, rnd the cunlity of educrtional feetures enter 
in. But even so, n study of men-hours eevotec to the direction or 
supervision of drogrnms revenls soee heevy burdena. By dividing the 
numl'er of pereons on the strtion L-twif into the hours broedceat per 
,eek, it vris faun tlet the burden veries from seven Lours per person 
eer week to es high es 40, with en rvorrge for 13 stetions of 27, hours 
end e mode at SO hours. A similrr epplicetion to broedceste through 
commercie outlets, milers in a!ny cesee the supervisor preperes end 
presents mrteriel, or sesists in the preparation end presentetion, 
shows en everege of about 6.5 gurrter hours z.ee:. Hers egein the 
spread WPS n wide one, from one to 18 curter hours. Seven colleges 
reported on eau service to commerciel stetions as their only broed- 
cest ectivity; and for this group it 19-11 found thet the nverege writer 
prepered materiel for nine quvrter hours A week. Prep..retion of this 
meterial end for progrems over commercirl atetions should be rbout the 
srme; the difference my be eccounted for by the fct tlat eost mril 
services include or ere built on s anil service from the United 5.,ttes 
Deorrtment of Agriculture. 
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Trble III. . -io Ero c:z !u' e ?,reon in Direction or , ,tIon. 
Own Sttions Commerciel Nitiets 
Yours pe,r 
eek 
tpp. No. 
Persons 
Hours ur 
?erson 
ours 
ter 7eek 
App. No. 
Persons 
kRours 
per Person 
14 2. 7 1 IS 2.5 -1 
36 5* 7 3 1.75 ..r. 
51 6. 6+ 1 .35 3 
72 6. 12 6 1.6 4 
10 .5 ro 15 3. 5 
fi 1. U 4 .66 6 
70 2.5 al 5 .5 10 
10 .33 30 6 .5 11'. 
TA 1.75 50 6 .:'53 18 
91 3. tr0 
1.+ 30 
71 2. wr 
CO 1.5 40 
The writer ventures to drmw this conclusion from this field of 
in Llry: both 3 for college strtions rnd for bro dc-sts thrnvb commer- 
cial bt;ti_ons tho institutions generr.,_y regrreed ro doini: the rot 
outsttoding work (40) rre the ones plrcing the lightest burden on th,,ir 
proOuction personnel. It eLo cppeers thrt the trend i: slowly 7ovyrd 
r st-ff of iriters or directors trained for rrcio hark hvin e 
ruxiuum responsibility of one Progrrm hour drily, Arndrrd IhIggested 
by Tyler (96), although his orgrnizetionel outlines 0.d -ot inUude 
anything but directors, announcers, and cleri n1 help. 
Some sore recent observrtions mey be red un'er this herding. 
Foyer hrs said, "A greet stride forwrrd would be to pl-ce Aore rnd 
more responsibility for . . . educrtionel bro-dersts u)on librrrirns 
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nsnspaperaen, mares: {nn editors, public w'fici-ls nd professional 
1...tists of the stfge r r screen." (59). Boutnell notes th7t the 26 
stf tsons owned Ind controlled by oducftional fgencies 7:e Asking rapid 
eLrides. . Tefchers , re being detpiled to tAre all or most of their 
time to radio drogrsa building." (6F). Green of the British Broadc,st- 
ing Corporation, tells ua that "there are more than two dozen members 
of the BBC sttfr in the Talks Dep-rtient. Th't number does not include 
those in the departaent resonsil-,le for educational brofdcasts to 
schools. A further staff of t,esty-one is responsible for those." (-3 
The radio project of the Office of :Education, already mentioned, may 
he cited here; it employs 50 people in the production of five progrtus 
a week (31) . 
Murrow, director of radio talks for the Columbia Broadcaating 
System, believes th7t the average 15 minute talk should receive the 
same time in 1-,,re;:.rratiou and rehearsal, if not more, then would be 
required for a dramatic show of the same length (60). This suggests 
that the usual educations' feature requires many hours of preparation. 
Miss Mil put, of the University studios of KDKA, has stated that a 
minimum of 15 hours for a 15 minute talk is not unumull kith then (70). 
Hill esti ates that a hal* hour broadcast usually requires eight hours 
of preperation (40), Stlisbury states tha.t he has spent three 
hours on the revision of a 15 minute interview (82). 
Talent 
There Iws ever hn a division of opinion as to the availability 
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of good talent A educational institutions. Some hnve held the view 
thA colleges hive much good talent rveilable for radio programs; others 
tofve felt thrt m. lack of talent rand direction. in program building hes. 
accounted for part of the difficulty in college broadcasting (A, 40,. 
55). 
Educational program directors were esked to rte their talent in 
percentages of good, fair, flel poor. Their views will be summarised 
end then relAed views of some authorities will be presented. Ratings 
rem es low as five per cent good, 25 per cent fair., Rnd 70 per cent 
vor; end es high as 90 per cent good, five per cent frir, rad five 
per cent poor.. The verge for ell 28 replies was 45 per cent good, 
SI par cent fair, peel 24 per cent poor. 
metorr 
Own SG.tons 
Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor 
10% 40% 50% 5 251 70% 
10 50 40 5 50 65 
PS 25 50 10 15 75 
25 50 25 10 40 50 
SO 25 25 20 60 PO 
50 55 15 25 50 25 
50 55 15 25 50 25 
SO 40 10 25 60 15 
75 15 10 35 55 33 
75 20 5 50 35 15 
50 40 10 
.1.1.00 
*46,3 51.$ 27.4 65 25 10 
70 25 5 
*Avrages. For the. 75 20 
two groupings they are 75 20 5 
significantly much the 
same. 
90 5 5 
*43.1 31.4 25.5 
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This is only opinion, of coarse, i-n.t5 out b .1cceoted rs :3uch; but the 
writer feels thr-t significance ne-:: be countenen..vd. It is doubt- 
ful thet e tendency co o,Perrete or und.errete rould run ocrnsistently 
throughout ra group this V,-rfte.. 
One of the higher retings carried -71;thi it the co =tent, oLinless 
they are good, we do ell ern to prevent their 'r ranee." This 
reflects e. practice of the Briti.sh liroadeestin.r, Corportion ,;'o 
propring talk rogrems heir eiratty been noted. Green reports, 
"It is only after very oereful e;Msider?..tion of a number of 117;!2C end 
often only after the voice..:i o: several heve baen recorded. end heard, 
thet the final Choice is mde." (nn). 
It appears th7t in respect to txient progrnms from educational 
institutions, there is .!luch. room for improvement. 7ni eight of the 
res?ondents reported P. parcentege for 'good" talent of 70 or better. 
The fvc--,:rage of 55 per cent fair or poor con ersily outweigh the 
45 per cent good. It does not seem unreo.soneble to expL,et en educe- 
tonal in to out its very heat foot forerd . Furthermore, 
es Oentril rind talport point out (10), t he treined $ perker is most 
of .:L.,ec-tivoness educations:1 broadoests is certainly 
to be desired. These two inve.stigetors a or J..: Sent experimental evi- 
dence to show th.et voice portrays 112Pry personality traits 1Thich Tay 
in effectivenes. Other s.tendords for radio specking 
3.7 
hrve long been estrblished and it should be unnecessary to dwell on 
them here (2, 12, 20). Attacks on the assumption that any member of 
e frculty is creeble of broedcreting ere likewiee of long standing 
(98, 101). Miss Pollard represents a. group that thinks thPt it is 
unnecessary for the subject natter 'lamer:, to be the speeker (71). 
t loss in authority might mean a much greater gain in effectivenes;,. 
Darrow and Mill are supporters of the view that only the best speakers 
should broadcast (15, 40). They also advocate sore fora of compensa- 
tion for radio work, ivllich brims III: to another phase of the talent 
problem. 
ComRansation. Though these to -re not alone in rdvocating some 
form of comeensetion for faculty perticipetion in radio (Z9, 56, 
96) eduettionfl institutions have followed the precedent of expecting 
this work eithout any compensation in time or money, with fee excep- 
tions. Hill doubts that five per cent of institutions co,Aenseto 
speekers (40). The Appraisal shows th,..t at thrl, to ,e two institutions 
out of re, erve credit on teaching load and five uzde cash allowances* 
and edministrators were equally divided over whether or not compose». 
tions elould be mfde. The writer eueried directory on current prac- 
ticee. There were 58 reelies. One inettetion ,,eie "yes" FS to °Ey- 
ing faculty nelbers for radio appearances, one *plans to do so,* one 
does so *for imoortent exceptions,* and 55 say definitely vno,* As to 
compensation by lightening other work, one answered *yes," two le id 
*some,* two said *a little,* one is considering it, Fr.d the rest 
ono., 
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It seems hardly neceeeery, in view of whrt hps alrerdy been 
said with regard to the tie needed to prepere utility progrr el to 
sty URA the prectiee of expecting rrdio lelks in addition to regul r 
teeching load s is bound to limit seveeely the effectiveness of edu- 
cptionel brordcests. If my pion to ereeent on the ree"_o only the 
beet speekers, from tht brosdeesting vieweoint, ie to be folloeed, to 
circumvent the 000r-seeeker pitfell* eoee mcrs of conaensation should 
be erne-Leeds this eriter believes. 
Specie' Instruction. Tyler's Appreisne stntes th7t "few of the 
institutions . . give epecirl inatractiou to eierkers in uriting 
rpdio telks." (96). Herein lies n third eoee.bility for l'eroving 
telent. Hill bes strted thet "the ;receee of preoering educators for 
brordcrating hPs become one of the signifiernt vetiv=.eles of the lest 
eeverra rs." (40). Ti s writer esked directors if rny clesses in 
r-dio wrItine n: were Leee for faculty prrticipants. One of 
the 75 answering tlis ouestion rid "infornelle; the rest, "no." 
Others hrve sugeested undertfkings of this kind (1, 91). Stude- 
bfiter lit; rmony grrt needs the "development of prpctieel training 
fectlities for educPtors zee ,onsible for creating educetional radio 
erogrres or in using ,uch erogrres for instructional purposes." 
It is interesting to note tle-e recently t conference section sur- 
veyed iteelf fnd crle to the conclusion What "it is eossible to trein 
educrtore rnd other spereers to erke rrdio seeeches Acceptable to 
rrdio lieteners." (76). 
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Aelf-Critigisp, Another possibility for improvemsnt of talent 
ens suggested to the writer from readings nnd experience: the use of 
recording equipment by speekere for self-criticise (111). *Speech 
clinics* ere tdepting this prs,otice, mnd the 7orocess for making re- 
cordings is not complicated or excessively expensive. The broadcasters 
surveyed were eked if they bad equipment for asking trsnacriptions 
and if speakers used transcriptions for self-criticism, 
riftoen institutions balm transcription equipment end 1S do not. 
your stated that speakers used transcriptions for seaf-triticisn, seven 
said *very little* or "some° or *not enough," and four said .0*.* 
This son:nation speaks for itself. 
Transcription for Stations 
Wince no definite attempt to determine what 1Pnd grant colleges 
and stat,e universities nre doing toward supplying commercial stations 
with trantlicriptioniJ1 of educational talks was de,, ehvt little was 
incidentally revealed La this questionnaire is nor interesting thnn 
cenclusive. The fact that half the tares stated Vie' po:2session of 
squipient forsaking transcriptions indicates * use of this 
*Onset. Tyler observed that one institution Ws vsking transcriptions 
et the tins of his survey. 
use paragraphs from e. letter from Garland PowU, University of 
florid*. are more then visiensryt 
'aur usee'transtriptions rhieh ae eeke ourselves for U oeer other radio stations in the stets to broedcest to 
public schools in Or Speech, Child end Adoleacent Pay. 
ehology s well r s Parent Teechers Lducetione 
We ere entering the traostription field: in c very lerge 
wey end it is oontempleted et the present time thet the Gen,- 
erel Lxtension Division of the Univereity will transcribe 
special erogrems to be used on apeciel reproducing discs, 
that wilL cerry extension cleeeee to the venous sections of 
floride. 
We are further considering other educational fieide, 
such ne in our General College with innov'tione in educe- 
tion. 
The field of eereecrietion use end service has intereeed educe- 
tore for soae yeees. Ch: rtere euggested reeeerch work in the effective- 
ness of treascrietions several year e Fgo (11). Dixon notes, "It is 
entirely possible tket ulectricel transcription . . will ply its 
pErt in future oducetionel erogrems.0 (17) . KEltenboru Fnd Griffith 
hive disc the value of e1enging recordings of talks neong euu- 
crAionol stetions, Griffith eolnting out thrt he h,d been urging this 
practice for il0Aio time (55, 46). Angell, director of eduction for 
the Netionel Brouaccating Company, seys e regore, h-s stressed the use 
of trrnscrietions in schoolroom eduction (24). 
The euestion ;,riees, What of the alleged public apathy toward 
tsenscr,,tLone? Tnere seeee to be little reel proof thvt such verthy 
exists (5, 40, 90. However, a recent survey Of 150 leading radio 
editors nd crttles showed them Fs divided 58 per cent "nog and 42 
per cent "yea" on the euestion, "Are you prejudiced reinst a program 
becuee it is transcribed, reardless of enterteinment velue?* (a). 
(a). In the Roanoke (Vre) Tines, Feb. 27, 1958. p. 52. 
Certa.in it it thnt there has been such greet improvement in recent years 
ti the mechanics of making transcript:lone thatveeto they not so vanounc- 
ed, it would be difficult to tell transcried progrmms from original 
011,66, 
&swami 
In concluding this section on !Problems of .Perzonnelo wc mgy 
note briefly that met educational broadcasting sot-ups, whether for 
oollOge,station or commercial outlets, ;.ra- inedetoutt44 manned -tad thrt 
as t reset not enough time win be given to insure high 4nality pro- 
grtimm. This time limit.mtion also affects talks 3repared by faculty 
membm's and io,a chronic condition nt most colleges. PUrthermore, the 
aiwlity of program tnlent, by the broadcast directors' own ,3stirv,test 
is none tco high, but might be improved by careful selection_ and train, 
ing. 
PROGRAM ItTERIALB 
It is intended that this section Shall deal with certain aspects 
of educational program nzterial before it iz actually put under prep- 
arntion. nany of the points covered ;,re ones for which the writer 
sought olAnions for his on enlightenment and guidAnce. The reseLte 
reveal trends pm well se weakneees; but this discussion will Men* 
more ne a record than ca n field of comparison. 
Contra and Allport hre strersed the endle5s novelty demanded in 
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progress. They udd that *there must ulwears be continuous exploration 
and experimentftion.* (10). They further state: 
The length, the contents, the selection, the wording, 
the coordinttion of broadcests ere not now determined pri- 
marily, es they should. hey by the capteities end desires of 
the listener rind by the intrinsic toeilities of the medium, 
but by spacial autocratic interests. 
Though this stetemeat ries wde with erticuler reference to ed- 
vertieers, it 'ley well apply to educators. Furthermore, the steteaent 
goes beyond program materiels end suggests several other factors which 
will be deelt eith lets? in thin study. It does, however, form n good 
sumeery statement of erogram productlon problems. Eill holds much the 
seine view, (40). 
Tea ;:con midi% the Advice that *only the best, and that in zeal 
quantities rnd in supplementrry form to regular education offered by our 
schools tn-± colleges -- thrt is what we should strive ffter if we went 
to render a rerl eere:,ce.* (105). 
Moyer in 1934 recognised thet *the time is pt hand for construc- 
tive efforts toeerd the development of new educetional progrems plenned 
tor the generel emblic by people who know whet the public is interested 
in, end most leporteut, by individuals who know how to 'put it over'. 
(59). Atkinson strikes , similer note hhen he Eees *selection is an 
inherent necessity of broadcast prograe building, end the principles 
of selection ere and must be breed on the selector's ides= of his rele- 
tion to the citizen on the one hand rnd the listener on the other.* (4). 
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rron these comments we gain the impression thFt eductora have 
used * standard ell their own in detemining Ant is to be broadcest 
by them nnd hrve not r..!1.7en-TuCh Rttention to libt the listener wants or 
needs. But this viewpoint of the listener will he postponed until r 
Inter ectiong While we hire consider other angles of program -materiel 
daterminPtion. 
One is the argument of long standing over whrt is rnd whet ill not 
educat.onal broadcasting. The most widely accepted definition is that 
I, Charters, though it ha been supported rod stUtked nnd. modified 
(1, 40, 9?). But for the most part, erbitrary though env definition 
must be, ira progran.abioh.has for its purpose the raising' of etendrds 
of taste, the increasing of the range of "minable inforwttiO*, or the 
stimulating Of en audience to umderteks worth-while pctivitiesto my 
be accepted as educational. It Should be noted thmt this definition 
does not cbviatm interest or even n monsire of entertdnmeut in educeu 
tionel progmms. t dilcusaion of this interpretrtion might eneily 
cover mAny gee, but the writ6r feels t,ht his views w411 be sufficient . 
ly revealed in anhacquant nri4y5ec4 
Planning 
Turning from the subjective to the objective, we introduce 
questionneire result on the query,. How is prcernm materiel deterrAnad? 
Seven institutions leave it to the spankers to determine the subjects 
they discuss; four hrfve progrnm directors decide the 10Lter; 11 use 
conlitteea; eight use both the individuml nd the committee %etbod; 
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end one reports 11 three. 
To a further gueotion as tea Which method dir tors thought 3t 
effective, speaker or committee method, 17 listed this committee, three 
the speaker, and three said, both. in this, of course, the opinions 
ere .sirly conaistent with the practice. 
le , C 4 " PrOPTC1 .6E46 
No. 1.11-.;tutio a 
Directors' pre 
Method De, 
,idio Program Goa 
peahen, Director 
7 
rias 
Spe4cers tl/ Three 
Comilit.Methods 
8 1 
To the stion: Is rrdio hro adoesting coordiurt 
Ural), impetrpte from resident instruction? I1 replied eseparet e," tie 
said 'pertly,* pnd four reported coordinstielh tee of these latter be. 
frig college-owned stttions, two users of commercial outlets. From this 
it is not to be inferred that the rec, work is an entirely septrate 
deptrtment rt most Institutions; rather the informeme is thet ficultr 
members with, in all prebehilityi full extension Ors teems leads, ere 
crrrying Fi 1,:rier part of the into 
rive orgaulietion and production of it le zoom* * 
*catch os catch een* proposition (30, 
On the hosts of these reports, the writer sees too much scattered 
rather then coordinated efforts For one person, lifen a ?rogrem direct- 
ro to determine whet thousands rxe supposed to 1i ;ten to, is 1ike4 
eatures, but is for offs*. 
to stifle the broader viewpoint. Tyler and Salisbury feel, however, 
that adreLnistration of itdio Should not be Iet to general faculty 
connitteef the members of which htve other primcry (financial) inter- 
ests (t91 96). True, nearly every person Li, mdio listener, but be 
only one. The *titer regrets that be did not asik the olestion, Are 
listeners represented on the committees? The answers would probably 
hrve sttted that they were, ivairectly but not Ectively. But when we 
C040 later to u separte treatment of audience studies, es *hall and 
thtt r Complete knowledge of the audience is lacking. Certain it is, 
in this writer's dad, 1-.4t the epecker-selection of (I/Aerial is the 
weakest method; and that the more viewpoints tLat cat be aastered fl 
Pasmling itrogrise, the better (85)0 
A good example of planning by widely representAtive coaaittee 
mey he found in the NaiN Jersey Extension Service's Larden broPdcaots, 
which hLve received cads acceptance over the Uutuel Broodcesting System, 
en acee,)t-ance feu adacatimal features can c4ra. Ley as well es 
scientific valve help plan these fet,turc;s: the 'Brooklyn Botanic Gar- 
den, the Garden Club ofAlemr Jersey, t,he Fader tion of Gtrden Clubs of 
Bergen County, N. 4*.f and the Federated GArden Clubs of New York Ste, 
Inc. (54). Iliscoosin 
that 
its COssaittees in which ri-rito civic Lrou26, 
teachers and administrators line* t vLce (5), i3imi1zr or could be 
cited (2, 44, 90, 102). And if this method serves no othor purpose, 
it Should be help in neking the listener,6 feel t,lirt -awy ter a pGrt 
in the program, a pmrticularly valuable asset to educational pro- 
grams (594 109). 
More for general inforettion then for signifieent connection with 
the mein the of this study, Fe (pa etioe vs to hoe frr sherd redo 
directors rre eble to pion their progrems WAS included. Answers showed 
e. spread from one eek to twelve months, with three months s the mode. 
It is obvious thtt the nature of the progrems must temper this rector. 
Cerefully planned aeries of generel inform Lion, or music, ern be 
errenged well in edvence, but programs sensitive to dhenging events, es 
some egriculturel progrems must be, if they are planned much in edvence, 
must be frequently ehenged. As one would expect, the longer planning 
periods rare chernoterietic of the committee- planned progrems. 
Closely releted to the foregoing queetion era one seeking to de- 
termine whether or not broedtett periods were used to preeent emergency 
informetioni especielly for rural audiences, e preetice which had b on 
suggested in the Appraisal. Since users of commercial outlets would not 
heve the same opportunity th..1' station owners would have to do this, the 
enswerp hew* been pieced in the two cleseificetions. Of stetsons, nine 
replied they do, four said '4410; one gives highwey safety information* 
end one the weether forectsts uhder this heeding. In the non-stetion 
group, four meke e preetice of giving emergeney informrtion, two broad - 
cest spray notice's, end eleven eke no effort to include emereency 
arterial. The writer was surprised to find thet most of those elle sere 
not trying to serve their rural listeners in this way were the very ones 
on whom the duty should fell, the egricUlturel colleges. This yes true 
for both groups. Perhaps' es already implied, those using commerciel 
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outlets tre to be so verely criticised; but even he somothin g of 
the sort nit be dom, f7.4Ad the iirvice incrersod both in interest gnd 
It sill be recalled thet the or/4nel rtnking of limitttions 
plAced it of n6terio3. rtior luck of riurnc untrrined portonnel, 
pqid poor atiuipment. It is generally conceded thut educrtionmi groups 
hrive vt their command wealth of material (, 20, 65, 06, 106, 111). 
However, there is a diffemace In the writer's sin d between neteriel to 
be bftd and having it on t4c radio in suitable form; inc the weu . 
tionneire cmrrisd the ouz,ctton, Iz insufficolerwy of progrem 
if my, due to lack of time for opemkors there to preptvre good 
progrmea avtoriel? or to their in4)ility to ;;,..d.Rpt mrterigl to rrdio? 
or to their can ling' nasm to cOoperate? or is suds materLol not to be uwil 
bed? It will he noted thtt this iluastion Covers nueb ground slracdy 
covered, but in doing so.serves to check on one points to 
crystal/vs opillidnO,On this one factor, mvsilebility of materiel. *-Aeny 
of those replying to this question, 22 in ell, checked nom. then one 
of th e op.lons. The restate show only thrte holding the view tEkt 
nmterigI is not to be 1.144, rive checked flunwillingness to cooporrtelw 
16 ciateked norbility to Pdtpt mrteril" rand 15 checked *lc& of tine." 
These totzls soolik for themselves. 
Hindrances 
Equally as. significant were re ouee to en invitation to tate 
any other factors considered es Ilzrlful t gytil or iyr%,,tnIt of 
aductional radio work at the institutions under considerution. 2' lair- 
teen bud. coments to laake. Cne noted ; lrck of interest on the prrt of 
ti; rdninistrrtion; one felt that the adlinistr.tion did not understtnd 
the Jur :ose of the rtdio work uantdd to place too much &mph'sis on 
fdverti,in, t,o institution; one finds th t the speakers' failure to 
employ sc=od radio technioues is harmful; one who has (±trge of both 
a-.rtion work end proerrms over e lerge number of co-aerciel strtions 
tlc st:ta f-a well, brings u difficulty of holdine eAablizhed 
periods on :,/.1.,se a,ons; two note r lc .z of interast on the 711-rt of 
radio spw-kers; two bla .e the policy of no colpensation; thr.,e feel 
tht an overlondin; of personnel, sith it consequent lrck of suf.icint 
iiNe, is vitally harmful; two pots r lack of coo:vration (n one case 
4m jealousy) between deyrt,,ftnts; rnd rno.her find., th-t this lack of 
cooperation involv,?s hi chools, the state deprrtment of educAlon 
the educ:tional bro-dc eters and tLe stations, in relation to pro-rams 
for public schools. This Irtter stutef;ent sugcests another 2rola1em to 
which the enter rye some ttention; but it is desired first to con- 
Gi,er one othcr rispect of program m-terials before trIkini secial 
:Irograms. 
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Balance 
An effort- was made to determine how program material is divided 
between informrtion ved enterteinmentg end Also, whet general types of 
Information were 'resented rnd in what proportion. Be- visiting each 
station and helping the program directors to classify their programa, 
Tyler in 19 ere stile to tehulete the work at 47 institutions. He 
found that ebout 45 _ter cant of the progrem time 'was given over to en, 
terteineent coaposed'of music, drenr end ethietice. He wee Airther able 
to tebuinte in: or features under three heedingst 7.5 per cent 
formal educetione; 25.6 per cent general infornetion; 2/0.4 per cent fvrm 
End home information; end the remeinder entertainment plus e smell 
count, ebout 4 per cent, commercial. 
This n.iteris efforts along similar lines proved to be soeewhet 
abortive. (Personal visit :seems the only sure method (98).) Progrem 
directors were naked to enelyze their informational fertures propor- 
tionally among agriculture, physicel sciences, social sciences, anal. 
neering lengueges and litereture, religion, history, and art; and their 
entertainment Among mueic, dreme end athletics. Obviously thin was 
rn effort to simplify the field for the se' ° of unite= results. But 
the respondents were given the option of eeking the analysis or sending 
progrem schedules, since it nes thought possible for the writer to hake 
re a dysis from these schedules. Most of the directors, chose the 
latter. Because not title re now so popularized Es not to give a 
true picture of the meteriel, r good prnetice but not one helpful in 
this eertieular respect, this method ees impossible. However, some ovi- 
dence mey be found in them, which, ehen combined with the few ntrtee 
ncnts worked out by directees, toy serve to give some slight mensure 
of trends. The stetedents eede here apply, of course to strtion pro- 
ens, ince the mejoriV of those institutions using comeercirl out- 
lets use their tine for information most of which, re would be ex- 
pected of lend grent colleges end stete universities, is rgriculturel; 
however, rs will be shown lrter, there rre exceptions to this rule. 
Of ten stetion schedules entlyzed, it we 'sound the.t entertrineent 
renged from 10 to 45 per cent with from 30 to 75 per cent the most 
common prectioe, rind with sports end drams taking very minor positions; 
that is, by far the mejority of enterteinment is music. Stenderd 
comeerciel practice, recording to Centril end alport, is 60 per cent 
music (13). Ps setted before, eny tebuletion of inform-tional features 
is virtually impossible. Neerly every station hers certein distinctive 
features thte will not fit into vnyt-hing but the moet comerehensive 
teble. Noeever, n close exteinetion of a number of erogrfea schedules 
reveals e 7revelence of Book end travel prognes end eeeuler selentific 
feetures nmor e! eenerel educetion progrems; Lnd telstory end lengueges 
among forma edue.tion. The frouency of news in the program schedule 
perticularly leressed he writer. Aperrenti: every institution which 
can conveniently do so is using news to broraen its service rile vdd 
tieeliness and interest to its programs, t dovelo:etent 'oretold by 
Tyson (98). 
Abbot, in his chapter on "Building the Radio Frogrne (1), stresses, 
ts do °there (Z9, 98), the need for progrem belence. The eriter found 
thet the melerity of stetion schedules curried r good intereperaion of 
informetion and music. Only a =11 ninerity of the schedules exeeined 
revealed long stretches of telk without ausicl breeks, clresroom broed- 
meta rnd farm hours exceeted, end the MilSit periods were usually r full 
15 minutes, not just r. record or two.. 
Fern end School 
Since LI ij survey deels with lend grant colleges end state uni- 
versitizo, this euestion eas included: Do you present r special farm 
red hoe ,e-lrod? Twenty-six directors reported thrt they do; ten, thPt 
tNe- do not. Of this ten, four rre intitutions le-ving en rgricultura 
sister institution thrt is Also broedcestinge One hrs C commercial 
outlet for e specie-a seriee of ,preen )rograms only. The reining five, 
1 appenrs, heve egelcultural facilities but do not serve the fermers 
of the stete. Two of the five ire designfted r egriculturel colleges 
end both strte tlet t'eey broedeest regulrrly over commerciri streions. 
(This seine group of ten etations, incidentelly ;re in the group which 
steted that they did not rttempt to present energeney laPorn-tion for 
rurIl licteners.) These figures show thlt 75 per cent or the land 
grfnt colleges end state universities lure erograms for frrmers. Tyl=r 
reported. 65 per cent in 19n. (Four institutions ileve begun using 
commercial outlets since his report.) 
3.2 
Of institutions hrving their own etttions, the time devoted to farm 
d home progress veries from three vusrter hour periods to 14 hours a 
renk. One blur e dry is the generel practice. Over comers/el IftE... 
times, the prectice is, eith one exception of r hrlf hour drily, r 
quarter hour daily. from this it eppetre thet the freners of the con- 
try :re gettin g feirly adequete service : their state ins titutionc. 
Tee other cueetthne in the field of special orogrems were esked. 
One inquieed if progrrms for high school student were brordc-st. To 
this 15 replied ilyee* ,nd 20, "no.' Nine pr tYfeee doing so hove their 
OM stations end ax use commercial outlets. Six of those who do not 
broadcest for high school students /eve strtions. These figures show 
F5 per cent broedc-sting for schools. Tyler rtoorted only eliehtV 
higher percentegv in 1932. No other eignificence is tttrched to these 
figareS, 'or teis question arms eeked ueinly in relation to a second 
(Aisstion, lronpted by the writer's observrtions, whichetSkiedi If so, 
do you htve th operteion of the state depertment of educet&C is 
arranging listening clmsses? To this only two !newered veee,e' nine 
anaverad 'no,'" two said such coopers tin h-d not been sourht, ena four 
steed thrt they led cooperction froa ht-14 schools. (Two of these 
letter were referring to progr,es for Future Fcrmers; the two Caere uot 
counted in the 15 rnswering "yes" t..,1 'tee fIrst quest-on.) 
The author is of the opinion thrt to bromdcast progrees espticiri4 
designed for high school students without more cooper,tion from Public 
timer comeeet on this ooint 
school authorities is c wnste of effort. Furt, 
seems unnecessary. 
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Summery 
In.summerising the discussion under 'Progren Materials it should 
first be noted that the author has not intended to present an exhaustive 
trettmant of the problems but has touched only on certain aspects which 
be has considered timely and importent. 
It was found that availability or material suitable for radio :res- 
entetion is limited 'largely by lack of time or ability, or both, of the 
radio personnato prepare and present it, a reiteration of former con. 
clueione. Though there seems to be sufficient variety of materiel and 
desirable balance between information and entertminment, in most of 
the progrems examined, there appears to be a. decided lack of coordins- 
'Wm of viewpoints and activities between listens= end broadcasters, 
and between the radio work and the resident ,notivities of the institu- 
tions.. Here again we have a reflection of tine limitations.. 
As far is trends in program makeup ere concerned, the only tangible 
evidence, uncovered pointed to some increase in the number of institutions 
presenting fare and home progress, thoughs few institutions which could 
serve their constituents in this respect, and in giving valuable ewer. 
gency information, are not doing so. It was also concluded that enter- 
tainment features and school programs have declined somewhat; and that 
book program, popular science features, and news have increased, io- 
dinating a. trend toward more information of wider appeal. 
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Muci hr Alrosdy been sad Obout the prepnrstion of progrtIms, es- 
pecielly 1=e to the tine and telent required. No*, hrving presented 
some praiminsry problems of prozrem triri, turn, ea 1;11 educe- 
tiona redio discustions mot, to a heTrt of thinge nnd trice up in 
sona datnil the mAin repeat"; of progrem preperrtion and presentetiom. 
tie shnil not, however, 6iscuss Pt grwtt length thi, several ale2,ent,e, of 
.style for ample, or the component parts of good rndio optee), 
ilrther, we Olen trent or genortl points of controversy raid consider 
these. rlinor but importnt, dattTils only se than any be found in the 
broe4er rctivities that Affect the nIity of 4,4Ult eductional progm2s. 
It it seldom thKt comments or opinions nre directed At vny one of 
the svers1 coponants ts the Author hes outlined them; And this fret 
presents some difficulty in otine: Authorities And directing die- 
cuselon In elear-ou Mahlon. The fctors thansolvor, clwely 
ntarnevon; nnd fruen1 etntememe will hom npplition th 
tton one Parbtps it would si!Iplify mttters to ionve out the 
viows f U. but those who replied to the ,rlattitiorarlre; but for the 
znke or aompleteneos in vievpoint, siom;1 tattlysio t'r army rø vtried 
opinions will bc 4--ttoapted. 
Shammuship 
Niforo tr.:king u wttsro like editing, oty141 tie level, etc., 
perhaps we should concider the long *nd rdent controversy over show- 
manship. On this moint, as on some others to be trerteo lster, there 
is much divergence of opinion. The comwrciel brordcasters almost to 
a man, Irve fAlsisted upon shcomanship in eduestional broadcasting. With- 
out it, they m,intrin, there will be only the most merger of Audiences 
end the effort that is mrde will be highly ineffective. Another group, 
educstors for the most orrt, is aiPmetricrlly ooposed to this view. 
And still otht.rs, many educators atone them, tike middle couse. 
Running the risk of criticism, the ruthor will venture to cirs;ify mem 
of those who 11,ve spoken in this controvcrsy. 
The anti-showmainship group base their arguments on the view thrt 
educational programs should laK-1, directed *t s 'thiority th, t rents educa- 
tion for its own sake, not to the mtsses thrt must be *tricked* into be- 
ing eduerted. Orton (65), Sproul (8e), Payne (68), Pnd Hettinger (F7) 
4ay be plrced in this group. So could many others. Orton would 
to the 1rtent Initiative rod idealisi: of kmericr." Sproul fels th-t 
corar.ercial ideals end eduertional ones cannot be mixed. Prne ocalores 
the low level of programs that may in time mrke as s nation of grown 
Ilia children.* Hettinger says, *The cultural level of t-is group (the 
niddle ell:ss) is by no means rs low ms loose t'in:ziat or :Znmllectutl 
sdohbera would place it.* 
Then there is the Showmanship group, in which we mry pl,ce iyies- 
(c), Elwood Prley (fro), Pnd Sarnoff (84), ell execotiv,vs of 
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commercial broadcasting; and Prank (29), end the 150 of the country's 
leading radio editors end critics for newspapers, who recently replied 
to a questionnaire by spying, emong other things, that more dhowmsnship 
and ettrsctiveness in presentation of educational and cultural programs, 
of which they feel there is a. sufficiency, is needed (b). 
Aylesworth has stressed *essential humenity"'end vividness in a 
.116-SSR for MESS consumption. Elwood bss stated, If the educator. is 
going to educate by radio, he must use ehowmenehip to do the job.effec. 
tively. ?Arle wants the eduestionsl program to be "so vitally alive. 
and important that it borders on entertainment." He bases his state., 
vent on exhaustive surveys of the audience. Berner reiterates the 
viers of the three preceding esecutives. Miss *eller qualifies her 
view: "There is decided place for showmen:021p in educational pro. 
smss, but the hour rnd the sudience must be right or the effect is 
lost." (iO4 ), 
To this group we mey add Dunlap (19) and Dixon (I7), writers of 
books on speeking and writing for radio. The former remarks* "Success 
in broadcasting is no hapheserd . Brosdcsating is en 
site. * * . The speaker must be r showman as well as an orator; end actor 
se well as ;spellbinder." On the writing, side,. Dixon goes into the 
standard aids to effective journelism, and apelogetically concludes: 
"These are journalistic methods and naturally will he frowned upon by 
some ser!.ous-minded educF,tare. !Weyer,* he adds, 'if educ;:tion of the 
(b) re2orted in the Roanoke (Ye.) Times, /Feb. 27, 1956, 2. 52. 
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szsties Is a national obligt,tioa then the likes and dislikes of tbe 
Wq1300 must be considered. . 11 averege citisen knows that educa- 
tion is eoed for bin, but he isnit, going to mospt hours of boredom 
along with t asattoring or -instruction.* 
Perhaps the viewpoint of the showmaoship group may moll be sustkid 
up in 'the vords of one of America's loadtne journlists, since rZe 
in that VAillst the words of a. w. Scripps, written for news buteppli,able 
to rto vOur one business is to get en audience. Whatever e1 it 
iss our newsper must be excessively interesting, mt to thw good* wise 
Solo end the pure la spirit, but to the great otos of sordid, s4arli4 
humanity. Funity is; vulgar; so we nust b. vulgar. It is course; so 
we must not be refined. rt la passionate; therefore the blood that runs 
in our veins and in our now,vapers lque4 be warmsw 
iltwle sender that some decry such an rttitude. Tot the better el- 
oments of journalism do brvm oleos in radio wrilasg. aut Pixongs spol- 
ea is not out of places for as wo dome to the eid-4sy group, wo find 
sX) e or them o*in e this statement' "Information must be popularized it 
ardor to b4 universalized. While this involves nor shwmanship then is 
Characteristic of oducttors, it would be v mistake to turn the job over 
to the feature writers. (a). (Miss StAuelsones statemeut might be 
modified by ohenging the Ohre to *sensational feature eriters.'0) 
)ttors *be ley be added to this group thet feels that soe mer.sure 
of showmanship in education is desirable ere Erskine 070, Xoyer 
Hutchins (4k), Loucks (50), Perry (9), ?rail (7F), Trson (99), 
Maio (100. 
By for tbu majority of educators tnd now of tile ore conservAive 
group of commeroirl bropdseters belong in this group. Since tha 
writer si.so fvors sone degree of shommoship, he here presents his on 
views. Along with those of some of th e. commanters oited beve. V* 71*y 
agree with Autchtnes stotenant t4rt the sole test or n program should 
not be the number of people gathered around r rsceivtng set. ?o do 
that education *could have to stoop too low And In tll ,,iro12,phIlIty rule 
out eductional material Altogether. But th* witr doen believe thrt 
tar radio education to 8ive ula uost returna for th t.L fort xtd 
money expended, it should stoop a little, retaining tato I.ftteriAls of 
educmtion taw sloughing ort itS dignity and oemplenities Its rornrli- 
ties f,n0, mudi oss intrioncies. Amdio should not be formal but it 
dhould auppleAent the t=1; 413 Erskine strtes it, the -xl2ent the 
seholr rAklile on the mein, he. nust ',surrender his ancient mi. jealously 
6uvrded privilege of bein6 dull** An h1 adds, 11 moor mall 040 wity 
trtxth thould ht tutheutio only 41en it is soporific.." 
The bole question both; down to this's WhiCh t12 'liz.4ve the greet- 
er totvl benefit -- formol oduction for dal premoulx,4 or intleretAing 
oducFtiona let antertrioingly presented? Or stnted another wty: 
Is this grt invention, Aich by it vary otturo is &dented to mass 
eduction, to be used to stimulte ftnd outdo those Ikho hAve not had the 
AdvLutages of higher educntion or only to entiey lainoritv. i4d.oh in 
aU prObobility non natty ocewe to other sources of intellectual set- 
Isfactioras? Clinging to the lvtter vies nakes it epsier for the educT- 
tor, oerb r.es, for with euch n ein ety in nine, he feels- free to trnns- 
pltnt clresrooe lecturee to the redio. But the writer believes thnt 
eduction for r lejority iv the .ter so I ideel end the rightfUl 
purpose of redio (cE, 108). 
It is not meent by thto thrt fairy tples end Mother Goose rhymes 
must chertoterize eductt oriel nrogrrms; but Chet sound eduettional 
material ehould be presented -- in fttry tale eettingso if you will. 
Obvice Iy thet is expggeretion; but the point is thrt weighty materiel 
need not be mode weightier by the wiry it is resented -- in dexterous 
hpnds It cell be aide light, entertaining, but still highly inforgetive. 
Perbeps more attention bps been given to this controversy over 
showmenship then it mu seem to deserve, but it hes eves been a3 live 
question, along with the definition of educetionel rrdio programs, et 
every conference, with the exception of the lest Netionel one, held in 
Chicago in. December, 1937. etcording to rceounts (24). If the re ;.der 
viehea to reed further on this topic, he All rind a discussion with en 
educttionel sient in Frost (31), and peeul-- seemeries in Bill (40). 
Fectoes closely releted to this controversy will znw be tile rubject of 
this thesis.. 
It has been fairly veil esteblished thrt radio 
eetionel progrems is none too able to pre; re talks 
evt3rr..ge listener, end it would repave' thrt editing, 
person el of edu- 
necepteble to the 
eith radio ns with 
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the printed word, would be helpful. How much of it is done? Here is 
e reply thtt is typical of the colleze aiturtion, I believe: 
Lile e few of the eveeneion r college folks teet 
eepetr on our progr-ms do mtke e speciel effort to iroviee 
the 'eine rnd ty)e of mPteriel best suited for mei° use, 
the majority of them are rpt to spend very little tie in 
preparing their rrdio telks, rm.' to merely "eet same eeteriel 
together* thrt they ern give over the radio. While we etteept 
to edit all rrdio take we do not hsve sufficient tine to re- 
write ind revise neny of the telke that r:re only ever:ge. If 
more time were rveiltble for rrdio, edditionel rewistnnce could 
be given in the preeeration of rill rndio mrteriel. 
Lean the tion of ti 
110 eo 
with its further implicetion of finencezi 
And in view of previous eteeemente on thew two fectors, way it not be 
rreumed that the situetion lictur.ed bow is duoliceted rt most insti- 
tutions? It is not surprising, therefore, to find that to the tuaAion, 
Are rrdio tiiks edited for gamer 7n, realo technirue? 18 erid *yes," 
14 said *no,* one end "pert17," one atid "supposedly,* one void "yes* 
for egriculturel and *no* "or genurrl telks, rnd one said 'yes" for 
outsiders end "no" for f-culty. There rere slight suggestions here 
end there of offense, or rt lerst surorise, that the uestion eLeuld 
hive included grraeer; tnd the rttitude hoes out te9 erewlent essump- 
tion thrt profeBsors 're infallible in nay undertrking 'the eeeiee 
right of eduction,' ts one critic hs state it. However, it is ereti- 
fying to note thet NOS the institutions replying provide editinc, though 
it repre,4ents no incre nince Tyler's report of 55 per cent in 
T2.blt, V s. 
Full Editing Pertiel jjj No Editing Outeider2 Dnly 
14 1 3 
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Style 
Talks edited for grammer and technique would, of course, be edited 
for suitehle radio stele, ehich involves choice of words, sentence 
length, clarity of ideas, siaplificetion, etc. Much has been "mitten 
ebaut style, but this Study is not eeent to explain the details of it 
it will, however, touch upon eertEin releted aspects. 
Dixon mikes interest the chief elenent in the succw3sfel talk, end 
adds thrt the teeceers in the se tool of the air will be writers rather 
then lecturers (.7). Duiflep hes somewhat the. same thought when he re- 
ports tht freshness of meteriel is the key to talks success (19). 
Viso Waller echoes the sane feeling when she speaks for sti-ulrtion 
(106). Archer (S) and Miller (66) plead for more illustration end 
less instruction rod technical, items. Dela', reporting on ex; erimettel 
research (14), notes that oredio inetruction, like ell clres roou in- 
struction, euffers from a tendency on the part of the t CI'ler 
to make simple things unneceeserily diffitult." This condition is 
often the result of too many different ides; endi difficelt sentence 
structures. Douglas NeGreger, whose reeearch hre dealt with psycho- 
logieel espects of radio (4 74), h;13 found thtt the simpler, expressions 
ere en old to the reception end retention of Ulm given over the re die. 
Oentril and Ailport came to the epee conclusion (10). Dunhem stresses 
the need for e. urtural, spoken Englidh, end en economy of words end 
idete, along with other teeters Chet make for intereating speech (18). 
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Miss Philput (70) end Salsbury (82) put much emphp tis on clarity. To 
these rre edded edeenitians for concrete picture words, nerrative style 
end other teeters common to ef4ectiet writing for either lietening or 
reading. Still others cerry the weenings over to the resantetion of 
the talk (4, 29, 48,. 49, 99). All warn egainet t cleeeroom or rcedenic 
Amosphere, end stress the need for ettrecting and holding firs eudience 
at is.not it in c classroom, :end urge tbendoning pedagogy 
end its smell of midnight oil. Studebaker adds, *We have come to the 
conclusion that the talk is one of the most difficult of ell radio 
techniques," (91). (This portends the edoptiou of other forms* to be 
treated later.) And Erskine touches the whole mutter with a stroke of 
la or: "If a me3 his enough love for a. subject to spend his nights and 
days studying it, I do not 384: why eome of the enthusitems should not 
leak out when he takes' (26). 
All this leads up to whet may be termed an academic versus infernal 
manner in presenting radio progrtms. Which. of the two is the prattle. 
at land grent colleges >nd state universities? A queetion to this 
effect as msked. Twenty-one reported met effort wes-mede to avoid 
the academic menner in radio presentetions* four said no effort was 
medee six reeorted "some but not enough," and two *try for the middle 
wry." From Ulj_e it appesrs thpt the trend is definitely away from 
'cleaveroow"techniqu ©s which Vve been so consistently opposed. However, 
the queetion unfortua-te e does not give an objective measure of actual 
ertetices, which could be obtained only by e group of competent judges 
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reding or listening to talks, rid even this could be only partial in 
scope tad t.00uld still be "Irgely subjective. The fret thr.t eaucrtional 
speakers Are conscious of thiL, pitfall I.:4 nevertheless, encouraging* 
But when we come to the *introduction of aperkers," an imlortmt frctor 
in settIng the rtmosohere for the list:ner e find t7-)Yle ULerepancy 
in the situation, tnd c tendency to stick to the 'c-de-.1c. 
The technioue of s)enking into / glicrophom is different fro, 
thrt of any other morns of connunicrtion. It is essentially the trt of 
being personal.* (10, 12, 1F, 53). With this Advice in mind, Ilua the 
personal feeling, out of experience, slot It is superlatively Oignifi d 
rnd ins to introduce one professionally for whet should be Fn 
informs', family sort of discuion; end lith r view to a check on the 
/crdemic versus informal atmowAsere, the eueFtion WS asked: Do you 
uz.,e profesional or personal intr/duction for sperkers? Nine strted 
*professional," eight *personal," and nine "both,* and throe missed 
the intent of the question* 
V7. 711 1".4-..t.Loa McrdeIc 
;:ttemot 
to Avid 
Prrtiel 
Avoidance* 
Avoid- 
once 
In spech presentntions 21 6 4 
In introducing sneakers 8 9 9 
*For Juroses of comprrison iic1 wiy* reports on speech preentall 
re combined with prtirl efforts to Avoid the "rerdemic manner.' 
&Isle :2/7 hold the view th,,t this mrtter of introductions is not 
importrnt hu. riter feels thrt it i3* Ane there is sone evidence 
te well fi,s clinion to support this view. Cantril and Allport 
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found thrt listenere ere inclined to stereotype speakers, es to epeeer- 
ences nnd certain of the ebstrect personelity tr-ite* incorrectly. 
The professor/el Wpe is very likely e stereotyped one in the everege 
mind; but en infornnl introduction could to much to overcone this 
tendency in listeners. These two experiments elso point out thrt a 
dull beginning is frtel, es do Selisbury (82), Ewb,nk (213), the CBS 
(100 end oth,,rs. in introd .1,ion of the Arietl,y profecaoriel type 
htndien is the eaenker. The study reported by Ewbenk presented en anal-. 
ysis of six telks, three selected es good eed three ee poor br r eee- 
mittee of lay listeners. The entlysis 'es rattle by a graduate student 
in speech who ettributed to the good speeches an informal, friendly 
beeinning, end to the poor one n cold, formal introduction. The good 
speeches also employed direct tddrees, ective rnd concrete expreasions, 
end emotionat appeals, eUch letter ue find so erertly stressed by 
Overstreet in his *Influencing Hu;; en ilehrvior." Keith (77), speaking 
for the BBC, which is genereliy regarded -s having mastered the tece- 
nicues of ledio talking, stretes thrt the attechment of the -t-:jective 
*educational" (is not "professor* sernonyeous?) to any -tter is apt to 
weigh heavily against its nceeptence. *People object to en oeen pro- 
pose' to educate thew,* he continues. *A gontificel attitude -- or, 
still core", the suspicion in ordinary people's minds that it exists - 
is perheos the greatest danger thet radio educetion has to race." 
Dunlap (20) sakes en identical point, adding that the Englishmen chooses 
to call his informative broadcasts epopul,'r telke," and "does psis best 
to live up to thrt stnndr,rd without being too sensational lest the 
normal functioning of the montnl faculties be disturbed by ovr-excite- 
ment." It eopers, then, tht ?ublic apathy to weduention" must be 
overcome; tnd certainly, this writer believes, rn informal introduction 
can do no harm. 
Length. of Talks 
Another detail thrt has not received much emphasis or study until 
recent yetrs is that of the length of talks. Even today there is 
little to guide the speaker except judgments; however, Cantril and All- 
port found through experiment thrt 15 minute talks were most suitable 
for educational purposes (10). This is longer than hrs been commonly 
regrrded vs desirtble nnd may be the result of the conditioning of the 
American audience to 15 minute periods on the radio. The CBS (11) 
recognizes that few persons ern hold x radio audienoe lore than 15 min- 
utes. A Kansas survey of listeners :shores t preference for five minute 
ttlks. 
The 91estionneire asked radio directors what they considered the 
optimum time limit of radio talks. Answers varied from two minutes to 
50 minutes, with the latter carrying the interesting comment that this 
length brought the best response; but the ire classroom broadcasts on 
historical snbjecte, rend, doubtless, by an tble end interesting teacher. 
Kill tells us thnt some hour-long radio lectures from Enrvard have 
gained. good audiences (40). 
The averrge of replies gve a length Slightly over 12 minutes. 
Without the two extremes of two end 50 minutes,. respectively, plus one 
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response giving 70 minutes, the svor ge wra U minutes. Since this 
trastment concerned only opinions., it. was further inquired if the lim- 
its ,7,ta.-Led were adhered to. Seventeen replied "yes," of which replies 
by far the majority applied to time limits between 10 and 15 minutes, 
and did not include the extremes. Four replied *in general.* Four 
said "noon and this group included one five Minute, one 15 minute, one 
13 minute, and one six --to -eight minute limit. Four more said *it 
depends" on the subject Pud speaker, and this group included the two 
minute, the 30 minute and two 15 minute limits. The one mentioning the 
50 minute periods did not answer this question, but en examination of 
his broadcast schedule reveals practice, except for these daily class- 
room lectures, of 15 minutes or less. 
Teti 1114. *t 
Directors 
favoring 
Adhered to s. 
in progs. No 
Gen. f 
e 
1.2 
1 
1 
5 
4 
3 
1 
6 
2 
2 
6-8 
1 
1 
1-8 
1 
8 
1 
b 
5-3.0 
1 
1 
10 
5 
4 
1 
13 
1 
1 
1,34 
2 
2 
Is 
11 
i4 
1 
4 
so so 
1 18 
e b 
a. *Gets most replies.* b. No statement, c. 'Depends on speeker." 
From this evidence and from readings and (*nervations, it appears 
that, with few exceptions, 15 minutes is a maximum for talks programs. 
No evidence thet shorter periods than this are detrimental has been . 
found; in. fact, it seems that *bile apathy to long talks might juistgr 
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two short telke in n 15 einute period, provided they re logioelly 
related ene e chopped efect --n be evoided. But this problem of rele- 
tionahip, together with our genertl enceptence of 15 minute divisions 
in radio time, Ives, no doubt, precluded this practice. 
Beheersels 
Under *Probleme of Personnel" some rteention Wee given to the 
emount of time needed for the preperetion of radio telks, end several 
authorities were quoted whose estimrtes rtnged from four hours upwerde 
In every estimate of time needed for preparation should be included 
time for reheersels Every high etwadere for effective radio speeking 
includes reheersel. *No metter how experienced or practiced e speaker 
or an artist may be, broedeesting coapanies awe plan for eeeicroe 
phone rehearsal before he goes on the nix.* (l2). .Out Olt. success- 
ful experience in radio, the Office or Eduoikumn reoounendo s re. 
heersel of 2 hours, with teebnicien end production menager present, 
for * script of not more than a half-hour of broedcest time. This, of 
-course, does not refer to the talks program, but the edviCe may well be 
carried over to it. AVOW (4.edvocetes rehearsing a talk from three 
to six times. Hill and Salisbury note as leMk of editing end rehearsing 
(39, 40), end it he been the writer's experience that educators, 
through indifference or leek of ties, consider an eye reeding or two 
es rehearse'. No instructor in ublic epeeking would tolerate thet, 
Whet ;wane who hes spoken on the radio suet know (but few seem to 
profit by the knowledge) is that reading to oneself, even aloud, is 
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not thz seme 1.s talking on the radio* The practice of reading a. talk 
both to oneself rnd rlso over e public address Aystem with a critic 
list,ening int Whenever Lb1, is the accepted rule. 
Mow widely is this ftctor in the improvement of educational. take 
priotio64 by those who give them? To nn inquiry of this kind 11 di. 
rectors replied that pro grana are rehersed before presentation; 11 
reported: that they are not; 11 said wsomeR; and one confined an afftrme. 
tive to aide oely4 and another to group programs 'only* .A staler 
qusotion for talks especially drew similar responses. 11 reported that 
Wks were rehenreed; 15, that they were not; and four said .som*e 
It is hardly necessary to mention the grept Improvement that rehearsal 
can give* Miee Sprott estliates that rshoorlime leprove0 piesehtrtion 
:Jr.0 per cent (06). Neither to It necessary 110 eeu attention to'the- 
need for tt in ducqtional talks, especially in view of the report on 
quality of talent. However, encoursganent is found in a comparison of 
this approximately 33 per tent with the 11 Der cent re?orted in Tylerts 
Appraisal; but there is still, of course, room for improvement* Though 
this condition is likely traceable to Man . el deficiencies, Pad the 
related limitations of inadequpte personnel and insufficient time, it 
appelxs PS one condition that might be improved rt little additional 
coat* 
Prorrem Series 
From his awn experience, the writer has longboat) concerned with 
the difficulties of presenting educational materiel in a form.thet 
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i11 in soak; itemsure ustin the interest of z-,tract 
tl.am to succezrive presentft1ons. The chief difficulty see to lie in 
the "c4Itch as c,tet (:;-n" n.:cevrfty of olducctional rtato eivity. T," 
Vas mar b adOcd th irtClten belief th all faculty r-a:,b?rs can 
brOoderst succefully Fnd should share the loaf This condition .I.Lht 
be corrected tc7 1,rgc extent if a f:uslified :narity -ere r,;liel'A 
of some of their other dutie;, nd ziwtn the time neceL,Ar; to kn.,re 
and prtsent groups o! rcil,ted vd interconncctee ideas rather then 
occasionel tel\s. 
iht the writer raLe the risz of cri-t1ci'n for precollosivt.4 idors. 
Let us 1)ok for sustquing opinion -nd fet. Chcrtt.xs (ii) Ets long 
since rted th need for co./,;-,f-tivt. 6,t1,aes of the relative affective- 
n5 traF,, r-rIC rasent,tion, ti uh objective, lab- 
orttory reserrch. There is still such a. need but since this writar hr.e 
not hed, ooportunity for ohctive tsts. he hrs turned inste,,.d to gen- 
eral practices and viers of latders. 
The outstFndini.;; succeiJees in aductional presentations point to 
series presentrtions: the prorans soonsored by the National Advisory 
Council on iiPdio in Educrition (40, 100), the presentations of the Of rice 
of duc-tion (9, _Os th rork of the University Droadersting Council 
of Chicr4Lo (40), sone progmls from college stations (9), end ay. 
number of preentations by the networks. 1rcMr ( 5), Darrow (15), 
Dvbank (r7), loyer (59), ,,nd Sproul (ES) have ell stressed the value* 
of series prezentations. Kirby in relting the success of educational 
fop. r s over hla station tells hos the progr s tre p nued in series 
(47). Green atates that the DSC usually plane talks in t aeries, and 
adds. The success or failure of any of these series of servioe talks 
depends upon floe speaker and his ability to sustain and stimulete an 
interest week by ueek.* (U). The *radio script exchange* of the Of- 
fice of Education lists 100 avuileble maluscripts* all popularised and 
preseued in groups of 5..s or oars in a series (00.. Amy indicetion 
that presentation of materiel in singles rather than in a series is 
more tive is exceedingly bad to find. 
Results of the questionnelmn should be prefaced with the 
tion that by series preeentation the *Ohara:me not mean a nary* vs 
that strings Limit, from thrill to thrill; at does mean thrt ome 
***in,* series shou34 Stimulate in re in some general theme, se. 
at sufficient to tolimgleenr listoeere bAck to the next, milk* 
next program in the series. Program directors were asked tr thar thought 
eseh t carrp.over of intereet,sere desirable. Of 'Owl* 1160-enswered 
this question. le said *yes.' four 'no.* and one wrote the startling 
comment, *not worried over this -- most of our listeners are occasional 
The natural interrogatory reply to this first reltark ie. *Why not strive 
for more than occasional listening?, 
Now to determine if educational progrtma on the whole succeed in 
sus ining interest. The question WAS asked, Are yott.*10 to do this 
successfully? Only two said *yes,' one said usmolly,' six said 
*partially.* and 12 said *no. 
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pb ee r e of Tite en 
Replies.by directors: Tee 
Is such carry-over desirable? . . 19 
Able to do so successfully? . . 
t4 o 
No Pertilly 
12 6 
4 
Going e step further, an inquiry W*3 nude PS to how this sustain- 
ing is accomplish d. Two stated that the usual methods were relied 
:loon, meaning, no dot:let, that some theme vat established for r series. 
Five of the 'partielly eueeeseful" group said it depended on the neture 
of the aeries. Na: :ttempted to build up the interest of n select 
group. One or two gave more specific suggestions: by dials es to suit 
farm wives, etc; by references, suggestions, clues, dramatic bate* 
announcements; by story book tnd heath periods directed at select 
listener groues. 
It has been fairly well established, the author believes, that the 
series nrture of presentation would be very helpful to sustained interest 
in educational feati ures. it has been equally veil estrblished that 
this fora of presentAion is favored by progrnm directors but ie norm 
too widely practiced at land grant colleges and stets universities. 
Why? Tho answer, it appears* is dire etly' ranted to preblems rlready 
discussed* the failure of administrrtions to provide funds, personnel 
and time; the epethy tower(' prying er commuting those best cull-- 
Med to broadcast; tnd the lack of coordinated effortn in plenning 
As well as in production. (See *Program Meterielsi'pegs 214 
tions, it is granted, are not readily forthcoming, especially with 
regard to finances; but the writer holds the view that tine-eompeneation 
of the best talent xtd greeter coordination in planning end product±on 
do not appesr to be impossible undertakings. 
Characterisations 
The establiehment of s personclity for a given prngr L thought 
by some to be sn effective means of sttrseting listener interest (W. 
It can be used most advantegeouslys of course, in a long series hsving 
either one or many sources of msterisl. The United States Department 
of Agriculture meintalted an extended series of "Housekeepers Chats" 
on this basis, in Which "Aunt Sammy" vts the friendly adviser of home- 
se:kers. Since this vas n service seriee, to extension divisions nal 
commercial stations, the complete_ establishment of the eharpeter we 
not fully. made. The University of California hss used *The University 
Explorer* Ides in some of its aerie,. W. N. Undoes, now of the 
became fnmous for his two-erson Sketches in 'which some problem- was 
developed before en authority as celled in for advice (7S). The 
Office of Education feAares of the dialogue and interview type moo, 
ploy similar devices (9). Even advertisers hrve adopted the method 
by beving t voice thtt sounds distinctly professional present recomman- 
dations on health, finances, etc. (lb). 
"A successful program has -- as the phrase goes -- a "personality, 
Centril and Alltort conclude. "It is something that can be talked shunt 
and thought about. Sometimes it develops on its own merits,. but more 
often it is 'built up', through newspaper pUblicity, through catch 
phrases an theme songs, through c relationship with well-identified 
s.) 
etoracters . . or with some well-known institutions." ttkinson (4) 
st-tos thrt "the surest letliod of interesting a living inoloidual is 
to introduce him to other living individuals." 
It ,r-s oointed out earlier th the nn-personal introduction 
might htnoicap r sperk,r who hoped to establiA r common ground for 
friendly eiacussion on the rrdio. /tkinson implies much the same 
thought with his "living individuals.* But the , ue,tion mry well be 
raised, is it oossible to ctrry such ta idea to its -lost effective tinds 
with orogrros in which no one person appears toice, let us soy, in the 
same oonth? It is trll, of couree, tht the rnnouncer can ;stablish 
some sustained personality for a progr-m and for the institution rep- 
resented, perhaos, but this to the writer's mind is not the same tAs 
living individuPle Fnd characterizations within the programs themselves. 
The rre. the rutbor's views on the subject, admittedly none too 
well estrblished by opinion or eefinite proof, but vorthy, he believes, 
of considerrtion. What do the radio directors queried think on this 
subject? They were raked if they thoueht there w,s anything to be 
geined by building up r fictitious charecter such es *Aunt Sp7,0 in 
presenting regular features. (This chPrecter was used because it vlos 
thought to he a familiar one oith moot directors.) To the tuestion 
v;,riety of answers wrs given. Ten slid "yes," l said "no* 1110 some 
suite emphatically, eight erid "sometimes," one soic "yes" or gri- 
culture but "no" for general infornation, two eirOl't knot, role' one 
ful. An exaAination of some of the comments will throw more 
oFs doutt 
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114:ht on the qua-I:Ion, perhaps. Lnother noted, *Not for university 
programa.* Another, ',Nat found it successfal no practicl." nother, 
"not for us.* 
-On the bat s of those :masers, the author is miateken in arguing 
for the eateblishmant of personality in programs through the uaa of 
some character who presents a sustined series of informational features. 
Certain it t5 ChAt the majority of program directors et educational 
institutions are none to avorrble to such Rn idea. But perhaps e 
little farther consideration nal reveal underlying views. One mAy- be 
the recopted practice that the muthority Should present his own in- 
formation, since be is assumed to be the Only one qualified to speak 
on bio nUbjeoti. Iie c ificeti.on e o radio speaker do not enter in, 
!.nother seams to be thr.t the prectioe would nothodignifisd enough 
for university progrvms. Perhaps it smacke.tonmuch.of showmanship. 
One respondent probably expressed the fundamental prommi when be 
stated, 'It all depends on the group you nre trying to neach.' If 
this is the real Issue, which no eobt it is, and in view of thc, writ- 
prevtous remerkS so thollimmthip, he still 'clings to the belief 
thtlt mrmy eductiOnil feAtures could be m,Tdo more acceptable to e 
ltrger group of listackerehy *stabil:thing 30M8 friendly end sincere 
Character to present as series, nnd thr t this could be done without 
bring the. (malty of the edsettionri teriel-or the rk:utetioa of 
the institution, A0 long 's charaeterizstions of this kind prove 
soccessfat it :would appear that more definite proof of heret*l effects 
is seeded to offset the fevoreble points. 
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Drametizetions 
Close oli,tad to the law; of ch';racterizatioh is thrt of dr4D-ms, 
tiLstlan of educwtional faetures Teo writ ough- the opinions 
of authorities F44 directors en this point likewise* The wids use of 
dr::u6tia4tione in coamorcial fegitures any 'oe dismissed gt once 04 
vice thbt to drtaPtio form is a successful on in geini 
..tahtloni but 4,1; of is t:dpliattion to educktioaal 4.irograme? It 
adst bo adAiitted, of z-,),41.ze, tLi,t not. tli educrtionsi alterial eau ba 
or sLould bo, prosenteu in uxq,aotized fvna. IL fe-,ct cuestion 
ini dir,4ctors to list aduc4-tional fields L.Ivo- Wtt snit4'b1e to 
technLiue *1st with unsa.tierisctory rospou.,:s, indicgting the un- 
certainty of sducrtora gs to how ftx they aLou..6 go is ti s direction* 
Chkrrters (11) h:,s sup,seted thrt investigttious be rode of tij offset- 
ilaCISS or MruzTtizatio40 tIon6 ith dialoguts, ivit,erAe*s informa 
tddre,es rnd ia:orma taLs. Since the sim4k,st drixma tnd rn intriguin, 
oir-logue or laterview are not so widely sepamted J43 may svfely in, 
elato eome views ou the Ir-LiAlr under this heading* 
erntril Fad JJ.port (10) 6tkte thet listener Ustes place music 
first, coedy ecant, drrmetic programs third, general talks fifth, 
tad educLtional ia-ogrr-1,s eighths Asong young peopitl" Lhay "of 
educetional progrtms, orrmrtised stories rnd drplogivls on lives of 
groat ,:i,..rsuns rEati first nnd second** From this, i1r re)orts 
on lieLener surveys givv. :Ake evidence (95), it would p.?cpr tt 
cnticniJ. z,taPirl cn h rrised from oihth to third, or nearer to 
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third, position through drrrutLrtion. 
Among authorities thorn the writer hrs found favoring drrmotizetion 
rire Pollard (7), Denison (16), Dunlap (19), Miller, Ewbrnk, And 
others. Hord (6) specs of the dirlogue 'nd interview rs useful but 
nee(Ing careful precrr,tion. Dixon is of r similar rind (17). McCorty 
(5) tells of P auccesoful camwign of rafted episode. 
ind the succes of the Office of Education progrems hes alrerdy been 
noted. Boutwell tells of the response of b00,000 liTteners tu nine 
months (9). Li listing guideposts for pro. uoing educrtion:1 3rogroms, 
he gives are 1-u1en for selectinj mrterirl and 16 on its incorporotion 
into scrio'A. 
Murvow is of thc ()Anion tht err:a-tic slq-no or rverree nerit -e 
not c'i7"icult to write (6 But he aintrins that we hve entirely 
too auch (;',n$tizotion in n effort t sugar-coot with intercst F 
hOc! ots. Fie feels thrt the content of nany Llrometic progrIns mat: 
be b.:tor ,rented in F straight trlk, "pro -iaing the sperier redly 
knew his busin,,ss." ( e hive Alrerdy ::ointed out that Murrow oonoiders 
the trlk the o st difficult of crogrrm ;'hots.) He further st:tos 
thet the drrmotic fIrm cnot :ccomplish persursive teaching. Lis 
model for this roco2Aish:lent Li the nrrrative form which hes charect .1- 
i%ed the great teachers. 
Tiller (57) gives views similr to roles in strting that the 
lecture form is moot s-tis''.ctorr to ':rin imum content in minimum 
5? 
t5Ale. In thiE rent h, )1Pcos convol'c-tion :;econd rnd drrlartizet:.on 
week third. But for interet-holdinr cur-1!_tis, he sdds, the order 
is r(7 :reed. t re)ort o rn experillen 117 wbrnk (27) takes us P 
step further:- rfl e. conclu:es thrt the listener's reerll of frets is not 
rfreced by the method of presentFtion. His ev.o ri-lent covered formels 
informr1 cflirlogu forlis, but the liAE.liors were in thL unnsturel 
setting of - cl-szroom grow, not -s in tdur1 lictenurs. PoDorting 
on furthr1,- ,:tudies (8), he concludes tart dirlovue sod drrmrti2:rtions 
rre bout equrily er'ectiw in convoying informtion. 
Pill in one alce stntes ht eduction must look -,:ostly to 
drr,n7tist'q rn ctors for much of i%s tent LFter hc, strtes 
thr,t rrdlo hns rrther overdone drE.Iftif4rton, but notes the v'lue to 
1,dueftion of drrms, onn,41 rni4 forum discussion:-, Fnd other non-lecture 
ethods. 
Inquiry w=s mrde of rrdio dircctor rs to their retivities rnd 
vie ds riTrreing dramrtir,rtion. To he =met:Lion, HF e you rtez_clt?2d 
drrm=tize edue tionel mrtertrl? 15 relied "yes's' 1:3 tight 
enoss one re orted dirloKues or intervies, rnr one said by students 
only." To those who srid *no,* this .uenion :-s io you 
feel it would be ineffective? Only one s.id oyestr -nd eight srid 
Pnoo (incluLing allu who hrd inlicrted vsome" use of drgmrtil4rtion). 
The rust, of course, were nonco aittrl. 
The respondents oere eked to indic-e whether they regfrced 
their dmirtizetions successful or not. Seventeen considered them 
Se 
succeasful, ono excetionrily. so. Five considered them ttirly o. 
One seta not succeseful." To the euestion, rhy not euccessful? three 
anerered lett: "lre!,: of time for trrining talent.* TO the questions 
*Does dreaati-etion rec.uire more time end telent than is rweileble? the 
answers eere unenimously rffirm-tiva, with one adding, *more then re- 
sults would justify.* 
It rg strted earlier tle,t only P few of the program directors 
rttelve,ed to list educrtiontl fields suitrble for drravtiertion; how- 
ever, from the replies thrt were offered, en interesting list cen be 
lards, indicrting that the field for exeoetiertion o. educt1eLontl nettr- 
irl my be lrt!er then one mry rt firet renlise: hizeePy, liet,rr-;ure, 
science (the three .eest fret uently nentioned); science ii!zee 1.1ore 
e:ec'_ficrily re ehysicrl soci-I, rnd scientific discovery; eeogr-,eny, 
socioloEy biogrrehy, psychology; drrmrtc rte, current events, berltv,s 
srfety; demonetrrtione homes reTiculture; f-eld college life prob- 
lcms. If others he contributed their iders, the list could ersily be 
extended. fra one resemdent expreesed i, the nethoe of presentrtion 
is not s =eh r Itnieing r'ctor ta the effect desired. It should plea 
be noted eh-t meerly sny subject ern he trerted in the dielogue or 
interview fora; rnd that all subj-cr3s can be trotted in trlis, if 
speakers .re willing to run the risk. 
The mention of rgriculeure in drametizetion may be of in-,erest 
to meny of those who -nsee-ed this fue.etionnnire. The erieer brs 
soeculTted on this eoeeibility for some yeers. It hfs remPined for 
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the West Virginit :xtention Division to osUblish the idet using a 
cross-rovds country store setting Acre- one of the extension staff 
regularly takes the role of the storekeeper tad farmer:, Pnd friends 
meet to discuss common problems. Listener resoonse, it is reoorted, 
hts been most grrtifying. The program began lest November 1 over e 
5,000 rttt commercitl station. 
prom this discussion we any conclude that dremrti%r'Amt L, E 
come well esttbliehed ns t tool of radio eduction. It v-,ic,:- 
ment and erfcction will depend upon the time t'lent L. t in :de 
available fo.' i,. There le, of course, the ?ossibility thtt it arty 
overworked, but thi, seers remote, especially at institution s where 
there seems to constant strugjo for the mrteririls from which good 
edc!tiontl ferturcs may be built. 
te,e Level of Progrts 
To rtie they question of presenting proilraus for r definite tge 
level of eudience intelligence is, admittedly, reverting in t large 
measure to the already discussed controversy over showmtnship. Ho*-- 
every the two problems art not so much elike that they jhould not be 
treated separately. Mny of the fPctors thrt logically come under 
this heading are cionely nosoeiated with others Already treated under 
"Program rtion !Aid Present,rtion.w Of necessity we must think of 
them once mor, ,/d yet c.419in when e come lter to litener surveys. 
The division of opinion over what should be the proper age level 
of educational brondcaste is nit 'marked Ps it c overshovmrnship. 
Some insist on n 12 or 14 y'r level. Others IT,Intnin thrt educators 
should bronderst only for the maturt, listener, delin-tion of the 
groups mPy be usenl. 
In genera it mry he and that commercial brovdcf ers cre convinced 
thot the average listener intelligence is 14 yetrs. (1) rnd 
Frbank (1'8) Pdvocrte simplicity in -ords, b-,sod on TLornZikct 
of mrds frmilif,r to the 14 year nee level. Crntril rnd ftliport (10) 
s,r1r that the conventions of spoken rather than the written language 
must prevail, and point out that effectiveness is in inverse ratio to 
the nuMber of difficult word used. 
'ce might here digress r -lament to note that the same 40,7;'S 
likewise stror,s clarity in expression, sentences of average length or 
less, trio - reeding rate that is not over 160 word4 -tinnte. In 
ndr,ition, ve WIT note thrt n.ss Sprott m-ortF (PC) t",e 4ze by tle PC 
of r teLl-crIcul-ted speed rnt a slaver r",e :'or t-lKs directee rt 
rurrl 
Om of the foremost o1,2overs of the riminc, of progrn rt the 12 
3r5.!° old level is Coraaiseioner Tlayne (c8). "Radio," he Is,ys, '1;aust 
he p revented rrom rtooping the growth of the American mim." Hettinger 
is on record Ps srying, "There hrve ben 11$1f-truths more ?er- 
nicious than tht of the averne fourteen-yenr-old intellectual level 
of the tmerican pAlic." (37). Smith implies that pleasing the .greatest 
number is concession to the fact thrt re can never expect to attain 
elevetin accomplishment. Yet he says the ide r must *elide end 
the speaker must galvanize his audience with drtme (85). This suggests 
r middle course. 
Others soem to seek v. iddle wry, among them lass Pollard (71), 
who would check the vocabulary ctrefully snd incretse the inforlelity 
of taIke. Hiller has described test which shoed that several Chicago 
professra used in speaking great deal rnore simplitity of language 
then they used in 11-iting, and- in writing read over the radio (58). 
Re urvs oollege uen to use their speaking vocabulary. over the radios 
Bingham (8) makes the pointed stitamento It is preposterous to talk 
down to . an audience In the profesional tone of the lecture room, 
or to Gssume that t%e intellectual level content of the address must 
be adepated to a. twelve.yeer..Old intelligence.' Lewis voices r aim- 
ilex, opinion (48). RIeewhere we find theta according to Dr. Segel, 
Office of Education specialist, 97 per cent of the adult popultion 
(18-50 years of age) have an intellicence ebove the 12 year old level, 
5nd. that approximrtely 50 per cent of ..hte:;e hive r leernfn5 ebility 
above 18 years of age (41). low far nho le to 12 yetr old level this 
report does not stets; and it should be nod that lerrning ability 
end not leerniug iz stressed in the latter pert of the statement. 
As. with 4Jhomunship, so with age level, the writer would speak 
for 'education of the messes, agreeing with 'Miss Webb (107) who, while 
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recognizing that broHcesting cen be directed <rt select groups, rode, 
'"It seems, rucsonnble to believe thee the sociel significence of the 
radio 
. . lies in its potentialities e en inetrument of osse eno., 
lightenment.* Recalling Dr. Segel's statement, may we not ask, is it 
impossible to couCh radio talks in eimple but pleasing lsngusgs sod 
still give the MPSSOS better then they went without losing the reapect 
of mature listeners? Much or our most highly prized literture is 
ver :easy to recd. Bby not apply simL1 r tactics to radio? 
But perhaps radio education is already doing this. Hill states 
that zoet rmdio sdacrtion is aimed et rn audience with rho it: nine :,,Grs 
of schooling but with adult experience (40). Whrt contribution Isper,_ 
ience nay make toward nn adult's abilit7 to understand unfemiliar words 
rnd the more compliceted sentence 5tructures he does not )eint out. It 
is to be inferred that the ettrinment or such understanding rsquirea 
s such practice re do other for of educe ion. But r rfoort from 
radio directors is in order, ns r finrl concrete contrthution to this 
ontroversy. Asksd ct whrt ge level they thought educational e.rogreme 
should be directed, 15 reported high school ages, from 12 to 16 yeers; 
five snid *nvernze -dolt"; three acid *general intelligent public*; 
for said "vrrious* *,red two said *r11 rges.* These ere opinions which, 
if we accept. "average adult* as of ual to *high school .g.os,* my he 
lumped to ,ether rs no 4n fvor of not too high a. standard; three for 
nn *intellig.ent* erogrem; is various or intermediate. 
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Whet of actual broadcasts? Having established these opinions, tn 
additional question asked if the progress matehed this standard Four- 
en stid *yes.* For this group, the replies meant thrt five were 
directing programs rt high school levels (12 to 17 yerre), four to 
,erge 'Aults (including 18 yinrs), two to en !intelligent audience,* 
tnd three to yll levels. Fix stated tht their programs were not 
meting their standards, which wire given rs 12 to 16 yepre or varicus. 
Six r' ported partial metehing of th standards, r11 of thi;: group 
hrve confined their rage limits within the range of 14 to 16 years. 
Tb e 're Leave .....2LT/tf,t9t:./L9 r012 'ro 
Directors ftvoring 
progrrns for . . 
es 
34etch standard 
{ 
No 
Some 
Ue Level 
12 
2 
1 
1 
14 
1 
2 
15 
2 
2 
14-16 
2 
1 
16 ES 16-17 18 AA GIP Col 'ger Tot 
1 4 1 2 2 1629 
2 1 2 2 1 1 C 14 
2 6 
HS-high school. aA-verge rdult. GIP-cencrel ine11i it pUblic. 
Col-college educrtion. Var-vrious. Tot-totals. 
Three did not anower !.he question on matching stendards, :,,ccounting ,or 
the difference6 under AA, GIP, WIrs rd Tot. 
From these results it a2pears thct in general there Is effort to- 
ward making the educational programs from land grPnt collegos and stcte 
universities understandable to the average adUlt, and tht 14 out of 
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the re:orting coneider they are successfully doing so. Two are 
definitely eiming higher. Si e ere not able to meet the requirements, 
*nd six ere eble to do eo only pertially. 
PROGRAM PROMOTION 
One of the eerliest of redorte on educrtionrl rya() proerem 
ities noted the importance of erogrea promotion throu-h n(Jyrnee notIces 
rad follow up mrteriel Chrrters his celled specinl -teelntion to 
"mt\ing easily *veil?ble for rdulte everywhere in the United Metes e 
otily liot of educn-Vonel programs." (11). Tyler foune in 197T thrt 
the nrjority of Inetitutions he surveyed were eiving eerie lubl:,.city red 
promotion to the erogrems, publicity of radio rt eq iletItutione devolv- 
ing upon the publicity dexrtnent, end rt 17 institutiene upon e 
-ffreber of the rdio rAprf. 
Publicity- 
We beve already nantioned eht Cratril vnd eliport hrve celled 
eteention t newserper publicity rn .id in developing e "personel- 
ity" for erogrrne (10). Dunlep Hig (59), Miss lowden (80, 
end Willis (108), on others, hive e i3O streesed publicity. Miss 
Bowden hes covered the field. in deteil from program liotings over the 
air to mtiling lists. Tyson (100) stye merchendieing is men importnnt 
fector to be consieeeed under npy eystem." Certninly, if the NeVonnl 
idvisory Council on Radio in Eduction drocedure (40) and =mere:W. 
pIrctices -re conEidered, little more need be svid on the. :wubje,ct. It 
may be stressed further, hover, as Dunn rrid Griffith do (11, th,t 
audiences re built up, uu that ulblicity seews to be rbout tpe only 
way to ttr-ct new listeners. Griffith sdvocrtes news-a.:.er tnnounce- 
ments ten drys in rev-nce, the organistion of listening groups, rnd 
Drees releree on special features. The lrtter two sugestions will be 
civen alccirl rttention in this study. Griffith's report vas based, 
incideutslly on r .turvey of educ tional institW.ons, rile fro; it he 
concluded tht-r, college editors 4.Jre giving more ;,ublicity to prograAs. 
Kasten (46) mrkec remrrk th-t seems pfrticularly applicable to 
eduction/ radio. *Proqrrms thTt do not have thIt typicrlly popular 
vDp,:Jel need greeter -lerchandising . . . No )rogram pore 
thoroughly justifies morchandizinv effort then educational progra7s." 
Tiwt is ell true; but 7erhe,'i va-rninc should be rcded thi t too b-rtfnt 
oublicity of %ediocre progrems may bce rrther than vin listeners. 
But the mere issuing or news stories on educational radio programs 
does not mean that the listener will see then or read them, a condition 
which presents r zerous difficulty. Miss !ebb (107) considers the 
newspapers rs most valurble in r,sching listeners, end this View IS 
substantiated by the practices of commercial brordc-sters, but she 
%dvises that their full cooperation be sought through per:onal visis. 
Though ttae oersonal contact ia always helpful, it should be recogni:ed, 
as Pollrrd does (72), thrt unless n-,,ws hrs reader inter st, even 
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friendly isr n. re unliktdy to print it. Furthermore, for rum' 
r.tdiencesi mr,ke up n inrge parcente of listenars to innd frFflt 
coA.c iA. strte university li?rogrnel the weeldies nnd z:T.n11 
gre, the aurlt prie loy:t direct r;:roLchi but her, in tddi- 
tion to the eleont interest, 15 the limiting fotor o 6-i9av On 
unel nevo uot highly chrred 1,4th interee,t in 
order to crowd out the locas peroonel now thOt gins rerders for the 
1Atv.,J# then, the suusatdon of two locicrl steps: first, in- 
teresting progrt,r,J ifitn interestkng titles; ocon6, int.fre.4tin news 
stories th.,t editors will be cIrd to run* Loin; ti i. esseutiF/ com- 
iavtIon, the onli other !itern-tive to to buy ce in pgosr!7, re 
co-laercini Jrogrr pr,miotrc, do (38). ,:Lducttion is not in the hbit of 
7:Py1rw for ALblicity, but if n edudtioml radio otrtion t:rnts to 
insure regal-r -::oer.rrhceo of itie schedolo:s in newoprpers of it:; cover- 
thowht °light he given to this nethod. P cheter nd.ore effi- 
slant wu or rbrching new inert would be L!rd to find. It it :uite 
t e.eci1 educrtionnl rte s could be Obtaned. 
From :Decu-t tian, let u,2 turn to t::L; :xtctices of ecucirtionel 
radio stntiolv. 's reortt,d in ,ue.Ytionarire. Directors were Faked, 
fii't;';, if they ,ve prolotion to tl:zir :rot7.ms. T7;enty-five orid 
rfTi:g to thc rucotion: Eo, el you ive Iromotion to your pro- 
zr,ms? brul;h, of k;,),..7L, V r:ou-, ntwers. The mejority use more 
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than one method; therefore' P summrtion rill give tetels far rhove 
1, but will revel the most common prrctices nnd try supply suggestions 
for others to follow. Tenty-four use newsps-per ; nine, printed pro- 
grams; eight, letters; six, county sgents and vocptionsl tenchers; 
five, Mtgtsines, mostly farm; four, local news sheets, such as exten- 
sion news or campus primers; four, cortvets with groups; three, ennounce- 
netts over the sir; oneo ntrdio Guider; one exhibits; one, special 
pamphlets in rddition to regulsr printed schedules; tad one, flyers in 
letters. Not more than four of these methods were listed by pm one 
institution. Phrt sppesrs to be the most complete coverage listed 
newspepers, mrgazines, exhibits, snd contect with clubs rnd study 
groups. 
able X. P o ti ,u of 
Promotion practiced 
Considered helpful 
Institutions1130)orting 
Yes No 
25 6 
30 1 
Toes of Promotion 
Ne7fs- ?rint. Letters toants Mno- Cvnpu$ & Controt Ann. Other 
proers ftvgs. Teachers sines Et. News Groups o Jir YePUS 
(t) 24 0 8 , 6 5 4 4 .5 3 
(t) NUmbers represent the number of institutions using etch type of 
promotion end serve to &ow the most convion practices. No insti- 
tution reported using more than four different types. 
As s check, this question ass added: Do you consider promotion ft 
velusble sd,unct? Only one of those reporting some publicity practice 
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seemed doubtful. One other of this group did not fill in this mswer. 
And one who brA not replied to the first question checked this spece. 
The others, is would b expected, seid 1,..es." To the question,. If 
promotion is lecking, do you feel this limits the acceptance of your 
progrrms? three of the six who reported no pUblicityanswored "no"; 
the other three did not enewer. In addition, two who tied reported 
publicity ectivities put "yes* for this uestion. Underlbomments* on 
this subject, directors give views substentirting erriumenta elrePAY 
presented, tuch is: 
"Need more publicity --- 
"tight do sa.Gres --- one. 
nbsolut,e neceseity° - ,wo. 
r'in z coopertion of :re ee hrs built our vudiencen 
hflel to get in nes2apers° --- four. 
four cent to this effects 
areplenents 
Less hi s been written on the subject of printed infometion and 
othi,r su24ements for eduertiontl rFdio progrrme thin on vouL ex- 
pect, though it hes been advocated 
of classroom end Pdult edueationtl 
and educetional interests (40, 39, 
rd prtcticed since the early C.tys 
brorder:ting, by both coeeRrclel 
105). :rhr ps the dearth of dis- 
cussion is due to the feet thrt everyone seem egreed thrt soee form 
of guide or outline, t series of itlestione perteining to the brooeicasts, 
visits to libraries end museums, bulletins or instruction shets, or 
listening, groups to discuss the broadcast, rre neceeetry to make ece- 
ctinr1 :f!forts mmt afcetivo, to tem:orpl ;:..1,41 or oduc$',- 
tion h7 (). Tyler reported thrt the .loat el."13.1r0 
-of thl Ittm;t ware supplying buill.tIns end enswering letters from listen, 
8 institutions in connection with agriculturri pro- 
4rInv; lzvfitWans- 4o consult .ount :i. egenty oero offlired by M. Ind 
the nt highest liatinq- thowed 18 colleges rImeerinol questions con, 
eernin eenerul informetion. Leer rotivlties were reported, but 
this should give us enough for eonperison. 
, r 5'ro I 
%Inetttis 
f.,.. 
co? or Ttlks 
4 
, 
T., 
Lottt411 
f 
t 
^ 
i2d Workers Liotnin Gros 
4 A 4 
7 7 
4 1 
te 
1 1 
.0414.0* 
IS 9 
This teble is tr.:,1410d to shoia nny imttitutiono we 111 .ors 
of fraplolnot15, or ?ortIons thoreorip ror exrplos tvo 111:.LIt.Alons ueo 
the first four natbods, to easy th first the god the ltot r:ethod, 
Too other Isule;leats vere lioted: the loenin of hooka rt.:viewed on 
progrKs* over tLo sir, Pnd e7Aion lints -- aee ..toLtcan Ftrte cunt 
OA next peps* 
The cusutionnrire arrriod check eti)looLl for tho :ost comon methoes 
of following u or suplenentind Io progrvs -- bulletin*, coAes 
of ttlks, invitttion to write, !.nvitrtion to contect county ,grInts or 
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other 1.1-J 4rct for "other." Twenty-c--ht 2.nyred this 
pl,..It or cilationn.ire; results ,rre ziven. in "fl.ble 
The writr fl trt three progrtms cif listener org;l1i2,etion Aich 
hve come to his gttention in this- stuay nre ylerth of incltuion. Doubt- 
less there other e wtich respondents faled to mention. One it the 
five y..3,L1' o1 iitui.ng centar qyst:A" orunixed for Tounttin groups - 
the Univrait;i' of 1:entucky. LIrted in 193, the oysten cozprised 
in L.Z7 f, tots- of Nt centers (loc-ted in stores, co=x2unity cent,ers, 
schoolL., ;;rivnte homes tnd pos', offices) for 16 of tich ru. ffupf.nril:ors 
ere ,)rovied. Eecivinr sets ere prorided thr.rui:n priv-to dow,tions. 
The ;ii,)s "tnl,a: the for of cu'rent even ,;$ clubs, rnd children's 
groups, fvrmerst c:rou7s, music rpprecition clubs, md nfture s,,udy 
grouos." (c) Intent o lit,teuers h;s not %-med, me: its future ts !:= 
Tittl srvile t.p rote sections seeTs c,issured. 
KicLigen BUte Collee:e selut copies of interustinzT ,rogr!,u vid: r 
ge booklet listing fro a fu r to l. in connecti,In 
efell of 6..3 prois in it "lira° SeLool of Biology"; f course outline 
for "Slinkes',errsta Comed4es in the ThLrter"; re, leson outline on "Soil 
4rnagouten; rnd il_form Live 14 prge lerflot on "Funeentrls 
of Livestock 7 edinj," irtter thrce id in connection 
-Aitb 
"Collag of the lir." 
Rutgers Unirer,ity trough its -1:riculturn1 extension service, 
h,e been )rtmenting "Rf-dio rden ClutM PLd "Hone,a;,-kers Foru74" 
(c) ,4ountein rdio listening groups. University of Kelnucky bulletin. 
Eagust 1, Lt7. lo in "Eurrl Vol. 1, April 19al, p. 11- 
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two sns one n weak, ressec4ively4 fors,erly over 7:011, Nerstrk, only, but 
more recently (1J'47) over stations of the :Ilatual Brodesst!.ng System. 
Progrens rre is script form, but digests ere offered to listenerst To 
receive the garden club digeets, it is secessery for listeners to join 
the club, at s. sominal fee which helps cover the cost of mineogrrohing 
the service. Club sembsrship is sprsed over L5 states, the District 
of ColUmbie,and Cenees* (d) 
This project is interesting else', it will e resslled for its 
orgenization of erensors es. well ss listeners. (&c '13,4Si 
LISTENER ANGLa 
Several rectors have been pltnued for dismission under this divi- 
sion: size and. type of eudiences, surveys, gnd whst listeners went. 
Her ssain, asso often before, we find ourselves confronted with thrt 
enissqa, showmanship. Especially is this true when. we propose to esesk 
of the sise rnd type of audiences thst listen to progrscas from the lsnd 
grrnt colleges rnd state universities we have under consider-tion. 
Since edditional vies on this showmtnship controversy, especially Pe 
applied to the size and type of sudiencs, are aveilable, suppose we 
introduce this cub-topic with them. 
e cennot type our sudience ecording to college student str,ndrrds, 
according to krOkine (LS). The motives of college tuent rore 
often sociel, sthletic, or economic than intellectual, and none of these 
(d) rron J,et,ter t9 Ariter. 
7 
motives All op4rate on the ,ir, he says. ELpoo0 (25) r 
ciel broadcasters insist that P lf,rge rortion of the r,,(1..o rudte%ce 
not eagerly seek Jdue'tion, and thet ways :lust be devised to intrigue 
end hold the rttention of persons not primarily interested in their own 
educitions. Opposed to this vieu rs Painson (73) who sevn of listen- 
Ertt thtt At les-at ninety p,a.. cant of then eo not need .Ity slowmanship 
or 51 Tr-CoPting to induce then to rk.;2rectrte thgA which is educetAcon- 
Ply; 5:rou1 (Pr) -rho -4intains that oducttion can't please the 
mEjority of listeners (here there is diso4reenent on th srae nide of 
the con'...roveray) -nd -dvocrtos making programs rs interetin fs possible 
end wdtlint; for the puhlic to lePrn to like it; nd Link (49) who frowns 
upon n,-suring the 1.rdio audience ac,rely in to out on t. 1;opular 
pro?r'n, which ha con Aders no -nswer to tho ,..uection of educ.tionel 
brordcesting. *I lrrge T;,c:'-irocs for vdn.laM.onal procr-o is not nec:- 
olsPrily .uswert* he acCs. "Thcre muot b, crxrpr,nioe bztl.een 
size of th.t rMionce MAft has merit fro--. -n adusrtional point of 
view. 
Reslate of t'-a -lastionn-iro indicate tbrt such f cnn,rontse 
chrrot,.?-iLcs -auch of the eduor,tion h radio from our institons. 
Thirty-sovt_n )rogrnn directors otated their views on whotnr or not 
their ros rre given for P general or spaciftn .udinnce. Sven 
listed tir rogrrais PS rimed -t r cen:xr1 '.1zdiance; 14 nt specific 
nldiences; nd 16 to both. Tyler grve the to,-,inionu of -dlainiltrrtors 
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es to -*Joh type of audience college programs should serve: the re- 
sults E.4 per cent for genorrl, Z.8 per cent for specific, and 66.2 
per cent both. The above figures of directors divide 19 per cent gen, 
exalt 56 per cent speAfic md 43 per cent both. 
Of the stations owned by colleges, four strive for general rud- 
iences, four for specific (all agricultural), frd seven for both. 
Those institutions using commercial outlets ere divided three for gen- 
err1, ,aight for slecific (accounted for*, the high proportion of 
strictly agricultural progrems) end seven for both. It will be re- 
called .thAA, Ef institutions reported the presentation of fern progmas, 
and 15, presentntion of programs for high school greups. t tabulation 
of audience Classifications ngeinst specific programs reported brings 
out en interesting relstionship end indicrtes tht the respondents ere 
fairly sure of the type of audience their progrnm will rttrsct. 
aci1 ,V,131.1w_ to ite4411 Itudikucto ; 
Programs Gena-P1 Specific Gen& Spec. Totals 
Yarn 
School 
Fa. & Sch. 
PTA 
None 
4 
10 
11 
1 
1 10 
In attempting to relxh e aAlcific *Aidience, tea aim to do 441 all 
the tine end 12 s large pnrt e the time. Of 15 aiming at speiific 
mudiences, the lrrge majority hsve fern listemrs in mind. Only two 
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of those timing s)cciac audiences do not hive specinl ferm or school 
programs, though one i* state pgrIculturrl college; the other hes 
,peciel progrnms for home gl?rdeners end housewives. Of the four list- 
ing no abeciel nrogrems end striving to r,ech r general tudience one 
is en agr'cultural college, two ere universities 17..f.th istor agricultur- 
e' institutions, end one e university specieli2cing in *campus visits* 
covering popularized treatments of science, ert, etc. 
It appears that the majority of institutions ere interested in a 
general audience, et least for much of their progrtm presentatIons, 
with the possible exception of the farm and school progrrms. (Inci- 
dent/11y, nine of the specific farm 2rogrPm listings rre by egricultur- 
l in:.titat:ons 'ain; co, -,rciti out1t,ts.) This brings to nind some 
ezrlier conclusions: thrt editing of -Vika, izyle q* presentation, end 
type of introductions ;711 not sufficiently di:1-ected rt ?rod ,cing elks 
of generr:i interest; rnAl thyt proerrm directors for the =st 73art feel 
that progrnm rge levels should not be ;aft too high but that mtny of 
them feel their progrrms rre not meeting the 1%.4.6 peer standerd they 
1;e-asel7eA ]vve sugiested 
In reirtion to the ,bove question, end also to' the ncter of 
lir,tener surveys, to be discuszed ctly, the respondents were -FLed 
to eive the estimated size of their g.nierrl end specific eudienees. 
So few of theca knew the 5i7eS that any trtuDtion vould be u:eless. 
Most of -;1,1a refused even to guess; end those which (id jive figures 
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present wide ranges. One college using P comaercial station geve 6,000 
1-d. one with its own stetion, 75,000, for the genera tudience. rn vil 
probability this is P potential rether then !, general listening tud- 
Jones, One college with its own rotation gave 70,000, another 56,000; 
,.nd one with TR commercirl outlet, 50,000, ane enother Z,000 to 10,010. 
nese were ail the figures efered for generl audiences. 
With one exception, the specific audience estimatee were sore con- 
serveltive, only one ens definite. The exception was en institution 
using com2nroiul outlet rc1 estizeting 30,000 to 400,000 (correct). 
The highest estimete by e, college-owned station eas 151000; then folloe- 
ed 10,000, 6,000, end 1,000. One institution using r conmerciel out- 
let estimated 3,000 to E,'.)00; end another stPted thet 5,000 'teem 
Sheets 'were issued for s lenguage broadcazt, the one definite teesure. 
Survey* 
. Ti voles of listener surveys is sttOstsd by the prrotioos of' 
commerciel broadeusters and the urgings of educetional leeder* (1, 11, 
21, 26, 32, 34, $9, 3, 49, 61, 09, 96, 102, 104). Perhsps till brs 
presened tEe best view of the problem. Fe reconnends, in the interest 
of educetionel broadcesting and radio es r whole, that these things be 
done: Pl. Study the radio audience in its entirety -- who end where 
it is, end how it mey he rerched. 2. Study the audience reaction to 
verious program typee now avellrble. 3. Analyse the rudience FS to 
comeosition by income leerels, geographical sectioas, lAges rid rree in 
its reactions and pro rem preferences. 4. Comiider eny obvious 
7t3 
eccantricitios ,.)f your mudience, existin6' or potcntirl, end construct 
progrp4s 04i1j: 4U ppesl.w idaittedly tlitt is order, rat 
ine e,ich mit well receive serious considerrtion by educ'tionel 
bra- msters. 
tcoordin .o Rill, ,44,i1 is now considered by most broedcester:., to 
h onlr contributory indicttion of liLtener feeling. Eu3sell odds 
the mild auestionneire to the non-dependebles. And Strton comes to 
th, pr:av concluf,ions rfter i c$.roful Lurvey of the field. Ue Coh- 
cluries thrt the etypierl person is tL ono vho writes, pne thpt he 
(more often Elle) writes on the 'verso of four letters p yen*, thus 
weighting the vplues of moil enrlyses. &tea:1ton Plso concludes that 
properly controllt'd formr1 intervie,s yield the most velusble urtt. 
is t check on the interview, Strhton duvi.:ed f recording device wLIch 
registered the ect time ratios in homes surveyed were turned on. 
ThPt from the listener lone cpn bro-derstern loprn whAt listeners 
vent see ns r logics'. rale e well estrblished conclusion. Thet some 
form of pemonsl survey is noat vplunble i also well estrblished. 
Some nary rise the point thPt listeners eith1- do not know witet they 
wpnt or do not know Art is good for thom. To the writer such strte- 
tmmt se more like excuses then try Erskine ooints out thrt 
the educe lonel bropdcester cannot fill hie progrtm needs from cpts- 
logueo rnd corrica..Lums. *A sound radio progren in educ,tion must, 
believe,* hi. z,:ls "be brsed not on educ*tionnl theories but on the 
wishes of the people, found out by seerch end inquiry." Link suds 
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thrt *velurble chAes b-L, which to nerve rn enormous nubile in WP,70 which 
will not only provoke its ettention but be of ,,normoue bunefit to ttr 
ic he ler-rnocl from P study of listeners' ideas on eduo:tlon. There 
of course, opposition to such views, vs elreedy presented by fob-. 
moon rnd Sproul early in this stotlon, rnd by othr,rn errlier 
ASCI1SSiOUS on *eormenshiow rnd r-ce 1= +rel.* In justice to Link, it 
should bq., rec-1145d th,t bi. a middle course, ro7oertilg stvdy of 
lieten,,re but not With r view to the lowest common denoninetor of Mr38 
r71Peels, r course iihich this writer rieo 
At this xint, let U5 teke uo th. euertion of whether or not edu- 
ertionel broedeesters tyke surveys of listen-ra, end then, yhrt these 
surveys hive reveled. 
Tyl.F.r in 193 found thet three institutions hrd mrde some study of 
ttw size tht udience, end one hrd sought out other liAener 
-a- 
pests. Griffith in 1934 (34) reoorted ilrogreas in presenting )ro7r ms 
thet listeners ,ent but dIc not indicate the number of li.,tensr our- 
veys thrt hrd been mde. The cuthor's fuestLonnrire reveeled th;st 
institutions consider thrt they heve ome mersure of listener reretIon 
to their progr-ms. This is shout 60 oer cent. But t11, rc.olLcs to 
'how? re more defintte rnc: revesling. Seventeen checked Peo-rea2on- 
dense,* five hive used mei' yurveys, three depend on extension workers 
to find out sh-t listeners ilke or dislike, end only hrve used 
personsl suv. All te litter list, in tdaition, rem.ros)ondence.° 
It fPct, most of the relates liPted joint methods; ho ver, 
correspondence only, and two, trxtension norkerar reports Vi 
rMed the colvcent thrt rPsults ierc -orr meoger. One slpver:sed the 
feeling thtt surveya rre no more thin ues nd not worth the effort. 
It t-s el-so t,Eked if listeners were recuerted t tv Oritioisna 
And murgestions. To thle, l5 replied *,r.tior four Poccr.sionaIly," rnd 
14 eto.' These replies, together with the ger,,r;1 irck of definite 
kno-le of' the sive, make-up, Nmd desires of th,u rodience, -re shock- 
ing proof th.t education is doing P lot of ffhrnd-out" brordc,sting ;ith 
aopf, thot it i6 being ;:!del,- .ne rcvorfb1:: received. 
Tho rez)ondents Yt2ri4i invitee to strts my ignificrnt criticisms 
glvo:l liste=::o. Nur noted tk.,ct respome wes light Pne crititiam 
Colost nil. EiLht othrs zpve tl; follol in- (nunllers indionto the 
Limes the strtad crticinn ts mentioned): poor rtdio speakers -- 4; 
ltek of anera intoreet -- Ft; .=rnt nore le Alorter topics, 4-rnt more 
popultr music, :ant t'ower tm1, honr..5 unLPti;lfrctorr for school re- 
etioa -- 1 each. lto sttted tht appreciPtion for the better ty?es 
of :rogrprut wrs freruent, end one, thrt listeners sent in sugetions 
for topics they wrnted discwFsed. Two others raft:rred to inclofed .ur- 
veys, of hich onl:, four rltogether re received. in ewlysis of 
these will throw ,lore ligirt on this phflse of ti,' i, is 
pdmitted that there is only slight ground for very broN, c0001,1ons. 
T of the :surveys in hind were for io ueience only, rani one vire 
obviously greatly overweighted in fsvor of the stetion concerted. 
Anotlier geve some indiettion o: listener prefexqncess 6.et7zontr2. ndvice, 
irSt,person experiences fernery end homemrkrz, r.evs, 47114 recounts 
of .new scientific discoveries being to the fore; but no adverse erit, 
icisms were iiientione0. The fourth sur710,7 upperred to the nfiter ss n 
very honest Fsttenpt to find out just Whet listeners think of edues- 
tionel programs. J fair crosz-section of the rudience ms ';*en 
the 311-,1 e wao tdequnte. Furthermore* th e survey was the second of 
it kind by the stme station* end it wes wil&Jzted by a disinterested 
orgntization using the personal interview method, 
Though the criticise* "Ve don't like your progrmsoll wss prevalsnt 
emus listeners surveyed* many positive criticisms were offered. Ser- 
vice reports snd new were most ,n desssd. Listeners ststed thst if 
more publicity were given in nesspspers* they would listen mores These 
two findings beer out conclusions elresdy given in this discussions 
More entertsinment; shorter telks (five minute sversges); more interest- 
ing telks; dremstie sketches in history* science* current events* etc.; 
group rether than solo music; more variety in the progrem seedOle; 
and more populsrized meteriel were other suggestions many of which 
also bear out nrguments of this discussion. 
Progrea preferences listed by men* women end Children* in both 
rum]. end urben areas* followed this order& news* religious music* 
accounts of importent events, whin billy' music, teiks on current 
OV Ate* dramptic serials comsdisns, market resorts* honemeker programs* 
popuier music, sports, take by irtrrt persons, take on 4. rm prob. 
ls, physical cultum, debctes on timely question6 colplete dram ;tic 
sketches, poetry, obilorophy, erssictl muoic, ttlks on economic prob- 
1;'Is, talks an art and literature. 
A former survey in tbe srme Pren used r slightly afferent prove& 
but in genern1 the order of preferencez. WPS the sum then re 
in the 1i-7 urm. '11.e important exception n:pd,' re. The first sur- 
vey ,l-ed the b.erifa ciramm below the complete and historicrl drpmrs, 
except for women on farms, but the lPter Garvey -Arum the drrmrtic 
serial rim,* the complete drame for eLch clres of listener, end for 
all combined, 1.2%-eferencee of 47 per cent re rgainst 24 per cent. 
Herein may lie a elLIZ tO one form of succcloful presentrtion of 
ettionel infortion* The writer is not 7dvocrting s 'tuck Rot7ere* or 
*ftos end isn6y* -ira, but he does feel thrt sone of the elazients 4hich 
Carry over intr-,st from one progren to the mxt might hi:, employed with 
success rvc6on/lae dignity for the adie or ir-kitv oLuc' -Lion by 
radio sore gener-117 rcceptrble., (Cf. the oji%cussion under *Program 
Series,* "e 46, *bharecteriertions,* prce 52, 
ppge 55, and We Level,* p,ge 59.) 
ProgrPn Stv:Aos 
In e letter corsprlying th l? lufJfAionntirst the writer impoit0 
each progrrm director t: :,-end co of tax 15 :sinute inform:Aloft/ 
program, given. by his institution, which he co most effect/ve 
in listener eppetl. Originally t 11M2 tbouzht to ?reseat tLoso pro- 
arams for th$ errs of t covaittee o judges who would determine which 
of th several offerings had the most listener ppeal.. But similar 
tests have alrecdy been made (10, 27) rnd we h'v amsdyprosented 
the relstive merite-of.drematiluttion, di4Jove cnd talks progrms. 
Then, too, problems of reprasentetivwxess in ;such t coMmittee, of dupli- 
cating norma listening comditious4.and of prsenting the progrtns with 
equsl effectivenes apptret4 more difficult thva the results would. 
jLIti. :Furthermore, the selection by directors is rIrcady somewhat 
sabjectivej so perhaps e, few objective z,spets plus the writerfs -own 
judgmemt will suffiee (cf. CO). 
Ten proem= director - sent ;',.0 manuscripts. lost of them ant only 
one, but one sent eight, ona sent three (two of them musical programs 
with comment), pnd one sent two. It is iniAareatinf and perhaps PIC- 
nifiernt t note thst only tao sent talks prograas, while, four sent 
ei!degues, one sent both tak, rnd diA.ogue progrrms, two sent drvmE, 
tiestions, and one sent farm neva progrm. Though this sample is 
smell, it reflects the general lvek of listener appeal in talks oro- 
grnlas. 
One group of five tUks, pprt o P eeries: on gsrdeain, treated 
subjects tiviyt would be of much interest to ordeners, but their genaral 
style would indicate thRt the attention of the evernge listener aight 
not be caught end held by thump Opening sentences were none too vital 
Fnd the material, for the most parts wns faetual and presented exposi- 
torily. -Narrative touches were rare and diffIcult words were many. 
Another group of two triks not connected. but each one of a sop. 
crate aeriesuis subject to the srze criticien. Like. the others* they 
were given by authorities Who were inclined to avoid the lengesge of 
the co- man. Powe!sr a third program for r hollemaker pa/die-nos, 
achieved bot interest rnd some stlplioity by having rn runt explein 
to her niece, a-brie, soe of tha secrets of efficient bonsekeeping. 
Hers t more inlItkIrcl treatment ruled out difficult words end tares the 
monotony of straight exposittcn. 
Two talks on cgricultural subjects ceme from rnotb.er source. One 
dealt zith extension service rccomplithments for spier, an4 thaugh it 
necesnarily covered. mrny ite=i it Iles comperetively 'free at dote- end 
wts suggestive of iltrivtive tremt'Aent; however, it vms not ebsseihingly 
interesting. It occurs to the author thet the radio presentation of e 
few outstanding recomplishments in r y.ar of extension service would 
lend themselves well, to short dr4nPtic sketches. The other of these 
two take succeeded in milking the feeding of deiry cows interesting, 
by frequent use of questions, analogies, the choice of two piens, and: 
sone nerretive. Sentences were not too:long end easily understood. 
Ai6ed by /1 highly interesting subject Pad the opportunity to use 
the historic:a rwrrPtive, nothr telk happily joined fell epple.,pioki. 
ing rith old customsoelioped in none crop figures, got off to the story 
of Johnny Appleseed, and then came bad; to the present with the recent 
redi6covery of his birthplace. 1The teak Wt2 only elan:that.* in 
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length but zrve en ndete picture.. It ere t good topic well handled, 
hut 
-the sUbject, of course, ofrerad na opportunity tfiat 0=PS on too- 
often in sgricultural radio schedulet. m find in it, thou most of 
the good points listed by Tyler (9) and others (IE, 51, 70, 111). 
The arIculturrl is proirmm Itrgy 11N4teda camnemt. NtIturally its 
nersitoss 7,nd its vfl*iety of 34W:sot matter, ttith itaas for both term 
men ;:nd womsm enC for young. .fermersi3Orde it'intereating. '3eing gem 
fre or figums End narrative in spots also helped; amd it Wes 
well ;rep7.r.FJd The possibility of substituting programs of this Lind 
for iong VA-ha is interesting, fmd mould ilelp solve some difficulties. 
Of the four dialogue progrls subal-td, one brought s. county 
Agent and n farmer together for t7, general chwt on fora probIcas. Though 
little unantutil IA spots, it tad act 1i into the error of a4ort 
questions fro: one sod long auseera from the other. -OA the whole it 
awo, gn intereSting Ilminate presentation, ending with s brief but 
e!fective stexaery by the termer, end in this sonacction, this comment 
is interesting -- it comes from a ett;te othr then that shish furnished 
the dialogue just'mentionds 
Except for an ode :calomel outstanding radio speker, the 
em of educntional radio talks i5 a thing of the past. People 
went to be educated but they a.t to play 'z important pert 
in the educatiugtol thamselv.a. Therefore, ee are zradually 
working toward .more pnd more radio listener participation in. 
our prod uaing opinions received from people throujtunit 
the state) and gutting 1)eople on progrtns. 
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TWo ajaer ;i;.rogrs oerried out muoL the ;IMO idet, but 
in the ces the farmer ;?.!,.rts were imrtrayed rather tLpn vial. Both 
sOject to the .Tpme vriticiam Liven ebovvi but al three use the 
ditdoam technique with fair talmoses in getting rcross ideas end way 
tag facts more intere'sting.. Th e. grmA difflculty co41a4 to be in ob«. 
ining ivturslnessof expression vad r zy flow .f ideas. Sons of 
this -difficulty may Prise from tr;ring to get toc mUctl; informntion into 
one ?rogrrm (7). 
The fourth diologue ''orceentatIon ziubmited dealt with the Indian 
as p subject of soaptors. The topic was interfistingly treated endi 
except for the tendency to he one..sided in its discussion* notaralli 
bradled. (One-nidadness seems ablest inevitable where the novice. 
suthority oombinati= is use.6.) ExCept for this faUlt, the writer 
considers this the most finished of the four dialogue press 
Of the two dromati4ations offered, one re-enacted hizhlights of 
ti'e weakts news. The script WAS prox,red by journclies students rind 
the prosanUtion was made by t. "radio guild." Though high in listener 
bppeca mrny would not CLs it Zi13 educational, except for those stu- 
dents the :114prred und prosent.:.1d it. The other drmntization Skilfully 
wove conversmtion, of couple fishing,* with al Indian legend nnd some 
geologicrl frato to explain the origin of e lie. Hero :gt,in the 
strict Xy edUcetiona features were 74ept in the hpckground at leaSt 
until, the very Ivst; but then the geologicl facts were presentee, the 
listener must hrvy been in e highly receptive frame of mind. How the 
1==ke 14 s formed coule hrve been tole expo4itorili in two l'AinteAts, The 
Crnwt'uton took 15 ulnutes. But legend, ,5usic, aloPi.ansc -- ell 
.r-blned to tl.ke the listeuer erar or Vae fcts -- active reception 
mther than passive. 
TbiL Sketch v.a.g, ?mn,,Nichea betAven two 1S Li/lute viusicU ;)rogrz3si, 
tha laole ?rcatlattion bin ofd V3 tifarty-.71ve .liuutas of lodel 
educational brat.donstinz " cid be:ore the annual meeting of the 
:meric.rt CUL:$.0 Publicity ils,,:;ciationA The first of the throe pre- 
sented comments on end selections of ftl"Olk Ausic of America* by 41 
well Lnoen authority, John .1,00b Mess Tiikl third mita entitled 
°Fifty Tears of tmerican Light Opora,* one o: a serles, offered co.znento 
on vnd selections from Victor Herbert's light opam-s, in all, four 
nuzail.s and a little history or the Tritinz end ori6in'a performcnces 
or two of Herbert's 4orks. Cwhient cede up letw Ulan r third of the 
Elrojrem. And how educ tioarl were these =sic ?rodrizs? To one 133... 
ing educated 4hon he liitans to music thPt isn't fully rznalyz,41 r!id 
wpltined? The oriter will not attempt to answer these cuostions. 
Duty c:3saniag tIrarrtive answers, then crcanot it be aLid thut emar 
tirmtions well done =1-6 riAo edu,:.rtrioaa? Good :macs' program hove 
listener appoula but the f?peza is reduced in proportion to lat-4rned 
nnd weighty coalasn1,0 t i5, or the ,vor*ge listener. Too nv,ny dry 
ftcts spoil the progrus. T1iL se cond:Llon it etrs to the 
author, curries oyez. to the spoken progres. is liztoner cvpLa is 
Incmoseds sOuct.tionel 74111ss from tue pure4 factual standpoints must 
deam,..sed. This Les been true thr4A0"out these aam s tbe two 
4=4atitationss a dialogs t mixed fact with charso on and 
ditloot ,.tom soma humors anU s tal:n about Johamr Applause& 1n listener 
appeal the modoubt weula r hi, t; but for information contained, 
w. or V a s other orzuscripta superior." 
lrom this analysts and discussion of *amyl* programs, and from 
zany or the actors aad opinions coneidered earlier in this Lhesies 
it epgoara thct ere is saes middle ground between untertainment and 
fectuul information 'or atioh the Was:414r uses :odic, stoat strive. 
If he is too factual be csamot reach the mast lists nwrs are eta 
nal to reach many a those to *boa sore otioutttoo 000ld het moot 
Wag ol. /f be Is too entartaining. he ruma t4o Kok or not beim" 
edoentiouol at ell. Moe who went eduastiom *ill listen, perhs9ss to 
fatteal proses t thugs uninterestingly k;11.-senteds but it is a fuestion 
in the writer's mind if radio should be seem merely ter row* a group, 
the members or whichh in eli probebilitys have the urge nno tbb irsi- 
tit,tive to find enlightenment from other souroms. This f.ttitude has, 
of courses colored this *bole oissussionaad gill necessarily be re- 
floated in th, stools *Koh fallow 
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MW AND CONCLOIONS 
This study hi s reveled that the two chief problems of educational 
broadersting rt the 71 innd grant colleges rnd stPte universities, p-. 
proxiwely half of which replied in full to the writer's questiounrire, 
are finpnces and personnel, interrelated with enth Other and with other 
factors in the study. (see .pares 1 to 7.) Institutionrlly otIned 
tiona peportul sverage'bneigets of $121500 and needs for M,000 or 
more. Sone Futhorities estimrte thet et least t75000 should be pro- 
vided for MI 1,000 watt station, The average provision for halfhour 
daily programs over commerciel stations is reported to be $5,000, but 
for eomporison the $150,000 allotted to the Office of Education project 
may be given. Experimental work in radio has recently been given large 
grants, and there IS sone hope that regular educational activities will 
be treated likewise. (p. 841.) 
Burdens upon the station staff members were found to wry from 
seVen broadcast hours p week to 40, with an average of 25 and ode or 
O. -Where commercial outlets Alm* ere. uSed,, it seS found that on the 
average one per eon wee responsible for 6.5 querter.houre e week. 
(p. 11-.) Those institutions genersArcohceded to be doing the best 
work sre these v!ith by far the lighter burdens per person. 
Frogram directors geve okn.tverPge mting for 'Vlent of per cent 
good, Z1 per cent fnir end 14 - per cent 2oor. al.11 eight directors. 
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gr,ve 0 percent/ige for "good" tnlen, of 70 or beter. Only one institu- 
tion oAys feculty trlent 'or brondeaste, one lighten' other duties, 
two do eo to some extent, but the remtinder, 4, re(Iluire rtdio prrtici- 
pntion in &Ution to regulvr duties. (p. 14-17.) Th fJJ cy o GM_s 
prrctice hte been pointed out, ',.nd it iv 1tio rocoN-mn6rtLon of -ost 
I,uthorities thrt brordct.sting be limited to tho3e bet u-Liried -nd 
thrt they not be required to cerry he/Ity burdens. 
No institution reooPted holding cinsses to fszist sperkerb in 
Liproving techntcuLs. Fifteen out of .5.51 ',.lvtitutiow T.:ported the 
possession of trrnscription-11/King equipment, but rt only four is the 
ecuinmeat used regul-rly b kerat for acif-criticism; seven reported 
(p. 15.) The friter fe/5 titrt the list-ken belief tin't 
educ,tor. 'r;:, fully ruclified to bro.dotot h-s stood in tho yry of 
improvement, and th t elvsee iiti eii*I::aeut is 
rvrileble would be inexponsi7u vt-_:)s to /:rd improve!Jent. 
Though most institation use the co:raittee ,1,-t2aoo of det,,rliaing 
Art shell be bronderst, ,r,nt Lerl I left to t 
sperkf,r, full csordin/tion of brondonsting .lth the other institution/a 
fotivitles iv decidedly 18eking, rnd bror,ai rAail-rvsitied ?roo;r/.m view- 
oint 1.3 le-eking. It 16 vlao likely teat nerrow plenai2v: excludes F 
pull epprecivtion of the listener's viewpoint. .:',eorts indicrte thrt, 
on the -verrge, progrrms P,re nried three rlonth-, in :Arr,nce, f22ecitlly 
where committees do the plonaing. (p. 21-P6.) 
Duly nine LftstitItion5 stntions rnd four nvin comAy.rcirl 
odlEts mnke it ct.c t uoly rgney lnforttion. ihile the 
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inAeeion of thi type of e-teei-1 Try je,ruet creer-ory plenned sched- 
ules to oee ,xeent, her le evidence thrt lietenere desire it, es- 
peci'lly Perri lieteners end servie:es eieht Lo iaeroved by inelueing 
it. (p. ;e.) 
TNeigh enele meterirl is genereily rveilrble, directore report, 
there is definite lieie-tion, in point of time ,ele rbility of the rrdio 
tgieato on the rmount of ,ewed artericl presented re good rogrfes. 
'teny o'laer limiting fgctori were mentioned. (p. 
Proerges arssed rs enterttinment ere reported -s occupying -bout 
Z5 per cent of the brordc-st time, drop of 10 p cent since Tyler's 
rtnort of 193eg. Nerrly gal the entertrinment i8 MUSie* Theu6h def- 
inite comperisons ere next to impoesible, there r7oters to be - trend 
in informgtional feetures toefrd more beok-rerding, trevel telks, no-p- 
uler science cnd ne ogr:ms. Riotory rnd leneuegea rre eoet comion 
ez subjects for forme' educrtion by redio. For the nest o-rt, orogrem 
schedules diepleyed crreful ettention to belnce, with few exteeded 
periods of telks erogrems. (p. r9-:0.) 
Tee:Ay-six out of 3C institutions report frrm rnd home periods, 
to ince gse of seven per cent ;since 292. The usurl preetice 1 one 
hoer "or institutionelly oened stntions, rnd g c'u'rter-hour over cos- 
eerciel outlets, (rily. Fifteen repoeted pro,rne for high school 
students rrtd fO, none. Thi represents very little chenge from the 
siewtion reported by Tyler. Only two reported cooperation of the 
stete deprrtnent of educrtion in greenging listening cat:sees, end two 
eeeerted cooperrtion from high schuols. It g :peers to the rriter thrt 
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ao:e c op,sr tion in this field would be beneficid. 
fter 0-esentin v-rlons opinion on sho:mr.nshf2 Jte 
writer concluded i21' t for tie nost iALrt educrtors 're no long-r clooe- 
inr shotmrneL:c in educ.tion1 rPdio, but h, found tht, in generel, 
eforts to ar-Le prc.sentrtions rttr,ctive fS Jossible Pre icing. 
Eighteen institutionc reported editing of telks, 14 no editing, P con- 
Cition prrc,icclly unchrm-ed in the irst five yerrs. Though 21 reportLd 
thrt effort,, -re n;de to void the ,crdwlic mrnnef, with four reporting 
no effort, six soae effort, dwo follooine e middle course, nine use 
c professional introduction for their apeekers, eight use pereonel 
on, -nd nine r.:-.1ortea both. Thou4;h -Cris :aey seczi e trivid mster, 
the author hr,s given r:rsons for k-r, oJposite view. The ive of the .)ro- 
fessionvi type of introcuction is tz.ken fair indiction thrt the 
..-zdeaiJ =nner is still lrrgely prt,Aerved. (p. 5a-44.) 
')ptimum time _Limits for triks, in the opinion of arectors, should 
be 11 to 12 minutes. The reported gener,1 prrctice rlso poproxiartes 
this, 10 to 15 ainutes being most usud, though extrerzes of Itc, rnd 
T:0 minutes, -nd 0 brutes for some cl;.:sroom brordcysts, ,-cere 
The vnlue of rehovreals seews cenerrlly rocepted, but m to rcturl 
prrctice directors reported Ls follows: 11 "yesiow 11 *no," rnd 11 
"ere," for progrrms in enerd. For t-lics especially: 11 oyes,* 15 
Nlo, rad four *sone.* (p. 47-48.) 
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In these 1-st three ite-lo, ith the exceotion of time limit of 
W11:7,, in hici, pr-otice kfener!,_Ily conf.lr-In to rproved stenderds, there 
see to he -7om for improvin,nt ti%-t would r...,:tuire little expenditure 
of ti-no or ,oney rt or cefinly not, re more th-n the sults would justify. 
Nineteen eirectors .ere rid four tfere not of the opinion th-t there 
is rhything to be crined by oreoentetion in sl-ries. 0:11- ^ tLree reported 
f,1 cucceefUI crrr-over of interest from one -rogrrl to tie next in e 
series; six reported prrtirl -t-,tinrnAnt of carry-over. Them it is Eone, 
the "ut;utl methoCs" rre used, but eppfrently they rre not rs ef'iciently 
employed rs they might be. The writer believes tint more crreful plfm- 
fling 7:ould help to overcome #+h is deficiency, to with points to 
(p. 49-51.) 
Ten directors believe th.t fictittous cLfrreter cmeted to errry 
r series would h .n ef!sectiv1) tid; l do not; nine the teenirne 
sky be used sometines. This techni,uv is flso recommended ts one. woy to 
give e progr m series r "peraontlity." (p. 
Fifteen di7.ectors report the rise of dreastization in presenting 
educrtionnl mrterinl; 17 others have used it some; eight hove not used 
it. Only one felt it yould be ineffective. Peventeen reported the 
use of drenrtismtion ts saccesful fel is co, one not Et tll. The 
man rerson for unsuccessful dremrtitstions was given s leck of time 
for treining talent. Ill director;:, tgreed thet drtmetizetionfi reriuire 
sore tf,,le end trent tivIn they bEve nvailtble. A report on what sdb- 
jEc,ct mrtter fields directors thought suitable for dramrtizetion showed 
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a wide mnge. (p. 55-59.) Since drrmeti7ntion is generraly regrrded 
rs one or the moat esfective mens of presesting educrtf.onal sartorial 
in f li3tencr-Pttrrtinr wry, thought should be given to providing the 
tile rnd t.lent reeuired by al. technif-ue. 
The Llajority lr nirectors tUnk that the tge level )1' n-c,:rme 
sltou/d not be too high, preferebly from 14 to 16 years. But only ten 
inatitution, in the directors' own opinionr, -re successfully pre- 
senting progrvms rt these levels; six -re prrtitlly meetini, rnu six fel 
thrt they rre not meeting t 14.16 yerr re-nirement. This is r highly 
controvorsinl point, but the writ, r fe-ol there iz rnple juctificrtion 
for presenting educrtion oy r-dio in - sinple mrnrwr. The views of di- 
rectors heir out this contention. (p. SO-68.) 
Twenty-five institutions do -nd six do not give publicity to their 
progrs. The mrjority .':o)end on newsprpers, but come other methods 
Pre ured. (R. 64-66.) Diretors rre almost unrnil7ous r to thn vrlue 
of mach publicity, but three of the six reportinn no 3ublieity co not 
feca that 'cle lack of it is hermful* 
Tty-aght, institutions 1.sted on or more ::rogr,L1 supplement 
-ct:.vies the issuing of bulletins, the rassering of lett,rs, 51d, 
the sunilying oZ copies of trlk,i 2!nking in 4,hrt orfer. Other supple- 
fLnts re lso listed. (p. 66-71.) 
Tn institutions ralorted their orocr-,fn -s dtrectr 4 -t r genera 
odience, 1E t specl'ic, rnd 1: rt both. ?Eotvt or th4.; i-ector de- 
tlinad to tL to the size f thuir ud:eaces, eithr ,::on,rri or 
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specific. ( p. 71-75.) frol=t ever, 201'4801 thp t they 11F ve some le afore 
of their audience, if not es to (uantity then, perheps s.s to c_us.litiy. 
'Keys of knowing the pudience were Oven: oorres:!)ondence, listed by 17; 
mail surveys, ave; extension workers, three; end personal surveys, 
seven. With listener mail and Lit iled questionnrires generr lly reurcled 
Es unreliable indices, how little educations' brmdcesters really know 
.0,bout their audiences, r etual. 3otential, is evident. Of e smell 
hendful of surveys supplied by directors, only one cen be considered of 
gr et value es a measure of audience reactions. The eloofnesB of edu- 
ottionsl broedeseters is further reveratA by the feet that only 15 out 
of 35 make a practice of a_sking listeners for criticisms Pod engges- 
tiona. The few criticisms which were reported by directors beer out 
mem of the views tendered in this discussion. In rnalysis of some 
sr.2ple drogrras likewise, in the writer's estien te, confirms these 
views. (p. 76-80.) 
It is the writer' s genera conclusion thet, with the possible ex- 
ce:7 ion of progrtm bfarnoe ubritity of farm end htswe progreee, length 
of tz.lks, Nblicity end progrem supplement,4 edu.ct tIons.1 orogrsms 
from lend grant co1leges rnd stnte universities herr 
sore of '.bich can be overcome et little cost end effort, but for the 
riot yrt traceable to in equate finencing, nd p x wonr 1. Th ugh there 
is evidence of progreee toward ':he esentation of better :nd more 
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acceptable progrms, there is much yet to he done, There seems to be s 
good deei of evidence, some derived from practical observrtionst. some 
from wv3eriments, nad some from ruthoritinst ns to amt sYuld be done, 
or tt ns to what should be tried, in the we of improvenent. 
From u practical vierpoints r survey of this type, Where for the 
sEke of comprr.L-;ons and brevity evTlrything 3.:L brought dorm to the tve- 
rtge, muy h en detrimental PS haprUi* It is to be hoped tht toe 
institutions ctth progrrms beim, eVerrge will mske some effort to rttnin 
et least average eten&rds; but nt the same time there is the dnn6er 
thet those which tire !,,verage or above will necept n report of this hind 
se vindicative* Thin rill be especially. true-ebere OM In rediole 
WOW too strong" o where fund?: for its conettrit development end be- 
ptovenent ere not enay to find. On this point the author n0Uld retterete 
that* by eveilnble stnndards and concensus of opinion, theft tnetttuttene 
which PTO doing the best work with recite broadcasting ere tithed: so. 
caption the ones putting the TIOSt SOW Oat lime into it. 
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COPY OF LETTES EENT rITH .C.VESTIONNAIRB 
(Kenses Stete College, Deperteent of Journelism letter head) 
December 61 19Z7. 
Derr Sir: 
The attached questionneire is deeigned to bring upeto-dete sane of the 
experiences in lend grant college and state university redio broadcast- j. If you will take the time and trouble to enswer those questions 
which apply to your perticuler activities, in. this field, you will, of 
course, contribute to the completeness sad value of this study. It is 
our plan to make the results of this survey evellehle to you end others 
who reply. 
If you are not now doing any redo work, and have never done so, please 
drop us a line to that effect. If you have done broadcasting end hev . 
discontinued the work, plerse fill out the first page es fully es you 
can, and answer tang of the other questions you think would be helpful. 
To keep the questionnaire as short as possible, ee have included a 
imum of questions. But please do not feel tett this condition should 
limit your reply; for if you hfve views or findings related to the 
questions we have listed but not covered by then, pLese feel free to 
present then. 
It sill be additionellv helpful if you 0141 inclose with your reply the 
following: (1) a copy of the script of the 15-minute informetional pro- 
great, given by your institution, Which you consider eps. most effective in 
listener eppeel; (2) e summeey of your most recent survey of listeners; 
(5) a typical program schedule, for a week or month, whichever ie custom- 
ary in your service; end (4) any eveilable literature telling of your 
progrem.work, or suggestions as to there, such eccoUnta may be found. 
Since the amount of materiel we hope you will send us will not go into 
en ordinary envelopeo end since there will he much variation in this 
respect, we rre inclosing by eay of return address, only the attached 
sticker. Neediees to egy, It will be appreeieted if you will use it 
between now and Christmes. 
Very truly yours, 
(Signed) U. J. C. Usberger, Dean 
Division of College Extension 
C. E. Rogers, Heed 
Department of Jeurneliam 
R. D. Micheal GredutteeStudent 
(Assistant Editor, Virginia. 
Agricultural Extension Division) 
OESTIONNIIHE WAPLE 
er following p-gus will ho found c emple of the orLinpl three 
p-go zueetionwire. 
It rill be noted thrt f.nformntion ohYthed in prt Ii r III 
hns not been included in the reArt. it origfnylly intended th't 
brief history of educrAionnl rrdio r by 1-nd grnnt eollet(s 
rnd APte univeratties not inolu0oC In Frost,' "EduertIonts On Stt- 
tione (30), thrt 1.;;, Int.tut n ICh hive ne7er )1rd their own 
broreceating strtione, ;')uln b. e-nwn bnt cl2lets inforlAtion 
not forthooling pnd the writer hre not 11,--111 time to folio 1 a the roject 
to oompletlon, If circumstrncee permit, it Is p/rnned to co-Irte 
this brief 1-,fetory in the n,.:0.r f'uture re eeperate -nd 71'rm-2-1-ncet 
conA.,ribntioni, 
It ti1 Us° be noted thrt the ofder of -C-e -us,,tions Pied the odor 
irr'tiStA in ti re)ort ,re not the EVMO. This is becrure the 
uz-st4'Dnalim y iy,"?e,0 'n ),-c9r to insurc -,eourte for re- 
trn, ennewhtt in dvFnoe of co.)131(te reedin;;s. It .rs b-sed lrrgely 
on the expiirience of the iNrit rt rlrerdy !mentioned. It 1rrs4evr, 
submitted to oeverrl critics, incl,ing others with experience in 
ci_Ltin6 educItionel rrdio progr-sa. 
Name of institution: 
RADIO QTJETICYNAIRE 
Name and title of radio personnel, and nercent of time given to radio: 
Radio Program Outlets: 
A. Own station; Call letters : Power : Kilocycles 
(day) I-Eight) 
1. Please note any significant changes in power and allocation: 
B. Remote control through commercial station: Call letters 
Power kc 
: Time free or paid for 
wy7--- (night) 
City 
(amt.per program) 
O. Personal appearances of faculty and extension staff at commercial stations; 
Total number of stations used . Total 4 hours por week presented 
D. Mail service to stations: Total stations Total 1-hours per week 
II* Date of first program over own station (or by remote control over commercial) 
. Date of first personal arpeuranoe over commercial station 
Date of beginning mail service 
If services have not been continuous since beginning, please mote lapsee 
reasons: 
If you regard your first programs as significant in the early history of radio 
broadcasting, and especially from the educational standpoint, please eleborate 
and attach. 
Please give dates (year) and character of major changes in schedules, length 
of time on air daily, general policies adopted to improve service: 
-2- 
TV. Please give a proportional analysis (or send a representative program schedule) 
of the kinds of information and entertainment included in your broadcasts: 
Agriculture Engineering History Entertainment: 
Sciences 
----- Languages & Art Yusic 
. Physical Literature Drama 
Social Religion Athletics 
V. Do you present a special "farm and home" period? .Total* hours daily 
VI. How is program material determined? 
a. By scheduling departments or speakers and letting them choose their own 
topics? 
- 
b. By comngn7s, department heads, or program directors planning definite 
series? 
c. If you ETVT-tried both, which do you consider more effective (a) :(b) 
d. How far ahead can you plan your programs? 
VII. a. Do you give promotion publicity to your programs? How? 
b. Do you consider this a valuable adjunct? : Or, if promotion is lacking, 
do you feel this lack limits the acceptance of your programs? 
c. Comments: 
VIII. a. Do you have definite checks on listener reaction? :From correspondence 
; Mail Surveys : Personal surveys 
-:-OTffer 
b. Do you ask listeners for criticism and suggestions for program improvement? 
c. nease list some of the most significant criticisms: 
d. If available, please supply a summary of your most recent survey. 
IX. (CONFIDENTIAL) What, in your opinion, hampers your radio work most--rate the 
following 1,2,3,4, and note "other", if any:(a) Lack of finances? 
(b) Untrained personnel? (c) Insufficient program material? 
(d) Poor technical equipment? (e) Other 
(aa) What is your budget (annual)? 
. What sum would be adequate for 
best results (not including cost of increasing power)? 
(bb) What percentage of groups or persons appearing on your programs are, from 
the broadcasting viewpoint, Good . Fair Poor 
(cc) Is insufficiency of program material, if any, due to lack of time for 
speakers and others to prepare good material? : or to their inability 
to adapt material to radio? 
.
: or their willingness to cooperate? 
or is such material not to be had? 
(dd) Do you have equipment for making transcriptions? 
use transcriptions for self-criticism? 
. If so, do speakers 
(cc) Please state any other factors you regard as harmful to the growth and/or 
improvement of educational radio work at your institution (please be frank): 
-3- 
X.A.a, Is radio talent (from faculty) paid for? : Compensated by lightening 
of other work? 
b. Is radio broadcasting coordinated with or entirely separate from resident 
instruction? . Are classes in radio writing and speaking held 
for faculty participants? 
B.a. At what mental age do you think educational radio programs should be 
directed? . Do your programs match this standard? 41,....10,11.01,.. 
b. Do you think each program in a daily or weekly series for a given audience 
(homemakers, farmers, etc.) should carry over interest to the next program: 
. If so, are you able to do this successfully? . How? 
-------__ 
c. What have you found to be the optimum time limit for educational talks? 
Do you think such a limit should be carefully adhered to? 
C.a. Are radio talks edited for grammar? : For good radio technique? 
Are programs rehearsed before presentation? : Talks especially? 
c. Do you use a professional or personal introduction for speakers? 
d. Do you believe there is anything to be gained by building up a fictitious 
character, like "Aunt Sammy," in presenting regular features? 
e. Is there conscious effort in your program to avoid the academic manner? 
D.a. Is the radio employed to broadcast all emergency information, especially 
for rural audiences, such as frost warnings, disease outbreaks, etc.? 
b. Have you attempted to dramatize educational material? 
If not, is it because you feel it would be ineffective? : or does it 
require more time and talent than is available? . If you have, has it 
been successful? sor unsuccessful? Why unsuccessful? 
E.a. What efforts are made to follow up each educational talk or program? 
Bulletins offered 
mat ion 
. Copies of talk . Trite in for more infor- 
Contaat with field men Any other 
b. In your programs, do you strive to reach a general audience? : or specific 
audiences? 
. That is the estimated size of your general audience for *
any one program? ; of the specific? 
c. Do you broadcast programs for high school students? . If so, do you 
have the cooperation of the stEte department of education in arranging 
listening classes? 
F.a. Please list the three educational fields you think best adaptable in radio 
to - Talks Dialogue Dramatization 
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